
Chinese· Ideas Reflected . 1n the 

Ta-ch'in Accounts 

I. Introduction· 

In the whole list of countries generally• referred to by the broad term 
" western regions " in ancient Chinese chronicles, scarcely any drew attention 
earlier,. or caHed forth more ardent and thorough studies, from western 
scholarship than did Ta-ch'in. This was quite . natural since there were 
many questions-. ·connected with this. country to arouse scholastic curiosity and 
give· an: impetus .to patient research and speculation. In: the first place, 
Ta'-ch'in was· believed by' the Chinese fo be· the westernmost country of the 
world ; secondly,. it was depicted as a most pleasant country, highly civilized 
and richly en:dowed with material goods and valuables ; and last but not least, 
it was a land where the Ching ... chiao ~~' or 'Luminous Religion', as Nestorian 
Christianity was called .'in China, flourished. In the various accounts of 
Ta-Ch'in, to be found in the dynastic histories· of the Han and Wei periods, 
we find, however, that the positions given in terms of compass direction 
and mileages given are often exceedingly puzzling; while the institutions, 
manners and customs, products and articles of trade ascribed to the country 
seem often so much at variance with tl19se of any known country as to be 
quite unaccountable ; it was these di:fficult1es which for a long time baffied the 
repeated attempts to identify Ta-ch'in. In 1885, F. HIRTH, in his monograph 
China and t!ze• Roman Orient, offered his own tran·slatio~1 of the Chinese texts 
o( all available accounts relating to Ta~ch'in: with detai'Ied explanati.ons as well 
as elaborate notes and commentaries, whi'ch served to establi.sh ma11y important 
facts about Ta-ch'in. For a time th1s was thought fo have put an end to 
the old problem of Ta-ch'i1z, and his op1nion on the subj~ct was accepted as 
authoritative. After the lapse of, half a century, our debt to his work still 
cannot be overrated, in paiticular to · his genefal identification of Ta-ch'in as 
the · Roman Orient. We niust, however, admit that, as he sho~ed himself 
liberal enough to anticipate, his tta11slations· were · erron'eous· i1~ no few cases, 
and in addition that his interpretation about the institutions and products _0f 
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T a-ch'in depended not infrequently upon farfetched and strained infere1ice, 
while some of his geographical identifications were apparently unjustified and 
inaccurate. So we must not imagine that the mystery of Ta-ch'in has been 
completely cleared up, but it should rather be regarded still as open question, 
challenging atta_ck as rp:uch ··as_ ._eyer. .-Now; w.e ,may,_ )t§k,. what is the chief 
difficulty in t~e path M a. fi~ial . sohi'tio1~ of . the ·- proble1n; after all these 
scholastic efforts? In my opinion the, answe:· i~ that the students of the Ta-ch'in 
accounts have up to now beei1·· m1sled in' b.elievfr1g that all the details given 
in these records were faithful representations of what the Chinese had wit
nessed or heard of as facts ; and not suspecting that the narratives were 
a conglomei·ation of facts interspersed with mere products of fancy en
gendered by the peculiar Chinese tradition. I myself arrived at this view 
through repeated scrutiny of the" texts-, and on. the basis of it wrote a few 
years ago an article under the title The Geography of the Westen Regfons 
Studied on the Basis of the T a-ch'in Accounts, Cl) in which I attempted to illustrate 
the necessity of ·payirig. due .. attention· in the· study' of Ta-ch'in to the geo
graphical idetls about .. the- westei-ri regions entehained by. the· Chir:iese · of that 
time. ··Now· l venture: to. claim· that ·similar principles of stucly·ought·to be 
·applied· t6 other : aspects of . the questkn1. 'and· so: i:ri . the: present paper; iny 
thief aim wilf be· to:. point : out · from aniohg 'the. details· · of the Ta-::ch'in 
a·ccounts those· which l sfrspect to have been wi:ought .out. of sheer iirnigi11ati6n 
arid· to· account for them from. the· point: of" view• l ha:ve' explafriedi · Whether 
I aiii justified in adopting such a · method of · research. I must leave : to the 
reader's · decision. l am aware· that some of the ideas and interpi'etatidns' set 
fofrh iii the following pages may strike hirri. as strange or extravagant, but I 
·hope· he will not:· dismiss them." lightly with ·a scoff. I shall be gtatefol for 
.the ·most' ~igorous ctiticisi:n,' for it is . only thus that we can hope to . approach 
a final solution of the difficult problem of Ta-ch'in. 

JI. The Name of Ta-eh 'in 

It was made -c~.ear by-,HmTH; that_. th~ Chinese .of. the Former Han. period 
called by .the name of bi-kan ~!fi.f · a certain area - which formed the extreme 
west of Asia and· which was und~r the influence of Greek. civilization. We 
know that Hellenic culture Jiad · pen.etrated .. in that direction even as far- as 
Mesopotamia, Chaldea,. a~1d oJber, a~eas lyii1g alo:rig- the. ,Euphrates;. but it, ,is 
que.stionable. -whether the. name Li-ka.n was · applied tp those countries.- _If it 
~vas, it would be surprising · that the Shih-chi, .in describing the we;tern frontier 
of An.:.hsi (Parthia), in its account .of the country of Ta-ytian, menti01:ied 
T'iao-chih ~~ aione. We may ~1otice, on the o~her hand, that i1~ .the. saµie 

·(I) · See the third article. in this· volume.-:·· 
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Ta':'yUa.n· accoµnt,: Yen-t's.ai i'ffi_g: and Li-k.a11 _are_ recorded· as lying. nodp.: of 
An-hsi. .: We :r;na,y safely assiuiie,' tl~er.efore, that what . was called Li~kan · did 
11-ot _~t.retch so, far. east as : Mesopotaniia: ~his .. view accords. well with the 
GQnc;lusiqn_ ·:reached elsewhere· thc1t so,' far as. the Han pei·iod_ is. concerned, the 
term Li-kan· .- may be taken, if· "broadly,· as ·meaning : Syria proper. together. with' 
s_uc;h Mediteri;a,nean · regions as. Syria,. Phoenicia, ·· Paiesti1ie, and'._ Egypt ; or .. more 
n,artowly, the lc!-tter ·gro·up -~lone. Howeyer:. this. niay he, there is amplt xec,tson 
to suspect that the 1iame, · _Lj_~ka,n,: in __ its 'ultimate m·igin, did npt refe1: to any 
c;otintry or group of c.ounfries;;, but sopie prori:tinent locality·; or :town situated 
on the main chai.iqel of "trade with the· east, arid.· renowned for its, wealth· a.rid 
power; and. that it was in.· Chinese.•' history alone . that . its , applica'tion ,was: SO, 

extendesl as to coyer· the ,.'Yhok area lying 11nder· · the influence of the. latter 
metropolis. As an ~:xample. of such a place, HIRTH pointed out Petra, which, 
situated near the head of the Red ·.sea; .at the . doorway to Syria, formed. a 
centre of considerable traffic. between. the east and the west.: He supposed 
that the Chinese, hearing the ·native name for the town, " Rekem," . transcribed 
it with, the characters Li-:kan · ~.ili-f.. But this. view is not favoured nowadays, 
one_ objection being that the contemporaneous pronunciation of the characters 
Li-kien. or Lei--kian, cannot easily be coi1nected · with Rekem.. Further, · we find 
that Wei-liao, describing . the route from Fan-fu m1Jl i.e. Damascus, to the 
South Sea, i.e. the Red Sea, disposes of the locality corresponding to Petra 
witli a mere_ descriptive name Chi-shik ;tt:E (' accumulated stones' or ,. stony 
land_')~ without 'me1itfoning any town_ .which might. he identified with Petra,. 
a1-id ... this ,seems. to show :that th_e city of Petra iri those days was not so. 
prori1inerit as. to be. recogniied by the Chinese under the familiar name Li-kan., 
Apart from this, within the . western quarter of the . world known to the 
Ghinese at that time, . the only' place· of outstanding impoi"tance in world .traffic 
was Alexandria .in Egypt. It was a centre of · concen_tration for the produce~ 
of- the whole: Mediterranean _coast, aiid, at the same time, a port for import 
of goods from Africa, Arabia, Persia, India,, China, etc. ; in fact, a world 
emporium of · those early time, which, under. the Roman Empire, though · 
ii1ferior to Rome in political status, was. still unrivalled · in wealth and 
COllliilercial prosperity. It was' this consideration that led me, when_ 1. wrote 
rny-:Study ·on the Comztry of Ta~ch'in and that of Fu-lz'n ~~' some twenty 
years ag·o; :to· claim that Li-kan was Alexandria, explaining the name Li ... kan 
a·s ai1 abbreviated transcription of the western name, viz., (A)lek(~)an(dria)= 
Lekan;C2

) I was fortµnate · enough to find this view corroborated in PELLIOT's 
later· published. Li-kan, autre· nom du Ta-:ts'z°n, <3) which treated the· same 
subject with a similar argument. Subsequently FUJITA, in his Li-hsiin et 
Ta-clz'in put forward a new interpretation of "Li-kan ·,, as a transliteration--of 

(2) SHIRATORI, Daislzin-koku oyobi Fzdsurin-koku ni tsuite, in "Saiikis4i Kenkyu,", Vol. 
B, p. 192. 

m T.P., _XVI, p. 690-700~ 
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Rhaga, the: n·ame of a . country .lying i1orth of' Persia/4) I.. do not think this 
opinion, is tenable, for. so . far as the Han period is concerned,. Rhaga should 
be· Tegai.·ded · as part of the country of An-hsi, a'rid s·eeing th~t the country . of 
Li-kah is so clearly distinguished in the histories from that of Art-hsi, it would 
be unreasonable to seek· the foi-mer within the liinits of the b(ter. C5

) 

The text~ of the Shih-chi and the Han-..shu alone do not e'nable us· to fix 
the geographical position and exterit of the country of Li-kan with anything 
like exactit~de,. but· the .. accounts . of Ta-ch'irt, (which ._ is · recognised to · be 
another name · for· Li-kan,) available in. the Wei-liao and the Hozt-han'-shu, 
enable· us to: form a far better idea,• Careful study. of the: Wei-liao text shows 
that the Chinese of the Han· an:d. Wei periods gave· the i1ames Hai'"tung ~:W: 
(East' of the Sea), Hai~pei ~~t (North: of the ·sea), •ai1d· Hai:..hsi ~g§' (West 
of the Sea) respectively to .the eastern, northern and western quarters of that 
particular· p01~tion of western Asia which lay betwee·n · the · Zagros Mountains 
on- the east and. the Mediterranean on .the west. arid ·extended as far ·north as 
the Taurus · Mountains; . Hai-hsi ·was the region stretching down to the 
Mediterranean fro111 .the .Leba1ion mountains; History records. that Ta.,ch'in 
was also called Hai-hsi, and· there is good reason to bel.ieve that Ta-ch'in 
proper covered that portion of • Syria dying w~st of Lebanon~ together• with 
Phoenicia,. Palestine,. a'nd. EgypL Further~ the same Wei-lioa. account mentions 
a immber of states which .were subject to Ta-ch'in, and since. we tecognize 
among the111, Sittake (~ Ssu-tao }[!,~), Ui·a (= Yu-lo ·:J-a), Mesene-Xharasene 
(=T'ia6-chih ~x), Ruha ( =Lii-fen /fil!,t; more <;:orre_ctly, Lii-hsi lID!%), Palmyra, 
i.e. Tadmora ( ==Tso-Ian HM, more cqrrectly, Tan-Ian), Damascus ( = Fan.,.fa 
m1Ji),: and .Hierosoleina ( == Hsien-tu J{7if),C6

) it. seems ce1;tain that Ta-ch'in 
proper represented the pa1:ticular, area referred to above. 

Si1ke it is clear that the capital of Ta-ch'in was. Alexandria, while the 
pame· Li-kan was . simply an abridged reproduction of the name A.lexa1idria, 
we may admit the statement in the Wei-liao and. the, Hou-han-shu that Li-kai1. 
was another, nanie; for Ta-ch'in.,_. They must .have. been applied to almost 
exactl:y tl~e same area,, only differentiati_iig in that Li-lsan .·stood,.• iii the Former 
Han period, ·for · an: Asiatic. area under Greek cont1'.ol, both political and 
religious;, while_ Ta-ch'in. was ;used, in the Later Hart period, when the same 
area was sµbje,c;t, to Rome. · ~ow these: obseravatioris· might suggest that· whereas· 
the name· Li-kan, derived from Alexand1:ia,: was. of vernacular · origin ; . 'f-~_,ch'in 
was . a purely Chinese. 11ame given. by the Chine'se. · When; however, we, consider 
the habitual11:ati9nal pride of the· Chir,1ese, who constantly extolled. their_ own 
coun~ry. as the Middle Kingdon),: · and ' despised-- all foreig11 peoples as wild 
tribes; it· is hard: to, explain· why they should have so humbled themselves 

( 4) Memoires of the Faculty of Literature and Politics, Taihoku Imperial· University, I. 
1. p.· 57-58. . . ',. .. 

(5) For further comments on Mr. FUJITA's theory, see infra p. 76-77. 
{6) For details of the identification of these city-states, see the third-article 0f this. volume. 
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as to confer such a• fine name as Ta..:d1'in on' a ; barbarian country. It 
was from_ opposite -point of _view that Ta-ch'in was, like_ " Li-kan," a tr_ans
cription of. s01pe western name~ that : I wrote my · Study: on T a-ch'in 
·and , Fu-lin · some years ago. I am aware that. various theories have been 
·offered by weste'rn scholars about the etymology of the name Ta-ch'ih, but, 
as it·· seems to me, none, have succeeded in·· solving the problem. In Japan, 
FUJITA, -who supported a western origin -of the name, proposed that it was an 
~equivalent of dasina, _an old Persian word. denoting both ' left '. and 'west.' 
He based his_ inference on the Wei;.liao. accounts of Ta-ch'ii1~~" It. is to the 
.west ·of .the ~~a .Jyiftg west' of An-h$i and T'iao;.chili; "(7) an-d .in another 
passage, _ " This., country is to the ·west of the sea; whence_ it is comn;10nly 
,called Hai-hsi."(S) He argued that. Chinese knowledge of the ,name Ta-ch'in 
.dated: from -the ninth.- year .of Yung-yuan. 7!tft (A.]). 97) of Ho-ti %1:Jm, when 
KAtf Ying it~ ,had been sent to T'iao-chih by his superior PAN Chao .:fJ[iEii, 

·11.~ard of the countty from some: Parthians he met there·; that in those times, 
.th~- people of <An-hsi probably call~d · the Ronian Empire and its eastern 
provinc'es by the.: name Dasina, i.e, ·' West/ which the Chinese may well li_ave 
.transcribed with, t~e characters. Ta.,ch'in **· _ I haye. at_tert?:ptt::cl in another 
:essay to account for .the_ use_ of. the· name Hai'.'"hsi as ano_ther name for Ta-ch'in 
.by.· calling attention to· the fact that tp.e Chines~ of the . Han period ·m~s'took 
the . Arabian. desert for an arm of the sea. It would . of coutse . be absurd to 
-suppos.e that the Parthians or the Arabs also used such an alternati.ve pame 
Jor Ta-:cl1'in. With reference to FuJITA's theory, we must reillep1ber that 
there -is no historical. evidence to show that either .people ever called the 
Ro:njan -Empire Dasina. -or ' West.' 

Was T a-ts'in the :vernacular, name of the country ,or a term of _Chinese 
orign- ? _In order to answer this · question, we must first review in . the more 
irµportanf of th~ Ta-ch'in accounts in :·Chinese .. h.isto~'Y tho1Se paf?f3ages_ which 
_si:em to l;iave "any bearing .. on the subject. The Wfi-licw, __ describing the 
.inh,a'bitants· of the -country, ~~ys: '~ They ,_are. tall and well.,.built and well
rroportioned, like 'the Chinese, but wear .hu {bar?arian) dress:. 1:'her, .say they 
~ere ·originally a. branch of the Middle Kingdom (iaci: ). They have always 
·wished to send envoys to China, hut the An-hsi wanted lo make profit ( out 
_of their int~rmediate position), and woulcl nbt allow them to pass through 
thei~~ country; They can write lzu . style well. As regards their customs, . they 
.bl!ild their public and · private palaces With -. several stories ; . they hoist flags, 
beat drums, use small carriages with white canopies, and have postal stations 
like the Chinese."C9

) The .Ho71:-ha~-;hu ~ays: "These pe~ple being, tail and 
well-built and well-proportion~q;, be~r -sorn~ ref3e~biance · to the· Chine~e, 

( 1 ) :tE-*.'~Jf2it;zffi, ::k~zrfil. 
( 8 ) *~tEitilli, rit{~lii\li:t~f!E. ·: 
( 9 ) * f~ A.~::k2JS'-1E, . 1t1 i:J:l ~AfflitJJElt. · m ~, · ;,j,:.i:j:l~-.--J.ll]-fil, ..• 'm"~mH~-~ i:J:l ~-, im*.~-rmil:JtfU, 

-~~Mlmi. · ;1t 1~ 'fJl§tJHI ;' $#1U Jiil.Ili?."i ~~~-- 1Ifit~¥1i!Z , . ~ ~;J,]![ ,. @15/w.f~ ii:,. ~i:i 9:1 ~,; 
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whence they are called Ta-ch'in. "(10
) In the Chin-shu iW-!t= : " They have 

small carriages with white canopies, flags and banners, and postal systeni just 

as we have i1-i- the Middle Kingdom. They are tall and. ':"ell-built, and . their 

face·s resemble those of the Chinese, but they wear hu dressY<11
) 'Again· the 

Pei-shih ~t~, text of which is identical with that of the Wei~shu a~ so 'far 

as this passage is concerned, says: ." The inhabitants are well-proportioned 

and tall and well-built, and. their dress, carriages, and flags. are fashioned after 

those of the · Middle . Kingdom, whence (peoples of ,.other)· foreign regions call 
them Ta-ch'in; "C12

) Fiom these pas.sages; · it might seem obvious that the 

character Ch'in ~ of T a-ch'ir,, ::k~ had the . same denotation as when it 

stood for China, and that the country of Ta-ch'in was so called because the 

personal appearance and customs of the people were. in some 'way thought to 

resemble those of the Chinese. In fact. the character . ch'in of T a-ch'in does 

mean 'China,' but we may still question whether the Chinese of the Han pel'iod 
called themselves Ch'in, for there, seems to be no recorded evidence to that of 

this. Moreover, the Pei-shih passage . quoted above .seems to suggest that it 

was other nations of the western region, rather than the Chinese who inventec:J. 

the name Ta-ch'in. · As western .scholars noted at an early stage, and as was 

finally established by PELLIOT the name of the dynasty Ch'in had been known 

abroad since the time of Hsi Hwang-ti, until at · last it developed into China 

or Cinastana.Cl3) But it is uncertain whether the Chinese called themselves 

Ch'in in the Han and Wei periods. It seems to nie, most sinologues in 
both east and west are inclined , to · doubt it ; but 1 · think I can off er certain 

evidence that they did. The Han-slizt, in its account· of the Hsiung-nu %) 

'!fx.. race, contains this passage: "The Shan-yu 1fii.r, i.e. Hu-yen-ti liHrrilE 
Shan-yu acceeded to .the throne when young; and as his 1110.ther,· of the Yen 

Im family, was ill-behaved, the people . revolted;· ther~: was also . constant £-ear 

of attack, from the Han anny. Therefore Wei:;..lfr'· .:.flro·f=!t laid plans in support 

of the Shan-yii; ·he caused wells to be sunk and forts to be built, and tall 
houses to be · prepared for storing grain~· The~e he defended aided by i· men 

of Ch'in *A."C19 There are various interpretaions of this last. term. The 

T'ang commentator YEN Shih-ku f]~r!iti, writing of this text, says:· "Previously, 

in the time of Ch'in, some person had fled from China into the country of 

the Hsiung-nu, and now his offspring still called themselves men of Ch'in * 
A. "(l5) The period tteated in the text was . that of the Ban ·emperor Chao-ti 

agij'jf (87-74 B.C.) and the supposition that the descendants of so ancient a 

(10) :;!e!;A~-tr:&:*~I£, iff~iJig:iffim, 1itn~Z**· (fi~~' 5!If-Ef-f-A, lfil~f$js;:*ffim) 
(-11) #iffs~;J,:$:~lilZJffi.ZkJli;~tfJUirl:, --~J:Ji=l:im. (if~, ~.iL+t, rl§~f~, fffi,3(;:;\:*@m) 
(12) :;!e!;A~liliIE:R*, ::t{Mli11t1tt~flrf:l&m, tH'i-~frf!lz*~. (~tEe..,' t~jr,-f-ct, rt§:f.E.h$, ;;J~~iJ). 
(13) B.E.F.E.O., IV, p. 143-149. . . . 

(14) li[.'.:f-fp.d,f<J.J.:.ft, -s=J:Jffl~~lE. ml7':l;JJE~l, 1t:"l1;~~~z. 1.i~:tHirr~~~.'.:f-~, §¥:jf:Ji:~:m, 'i'f3 
;/tJ-.:lil~, W~J\.':,¥~ .. (~~. ~.iL+.~J::, t,JJ[Z1JU.) . . . . . 

(15) ·*fFr-if:JAc:i\t,JJ[Z*, ~:Jt-:f~fitr~flf[iJ\., (Yen .?liih-ku'.s com~c::nta:ry to the :above text) 
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tefugee from China shoukl have still been with the Hsiung;_nu, and what is 
more, in th.e service of the Shan-yli is difficult to credit without further evidence~ 
The Ch'ing scholar Ku Yen-wt.I rum~:IEt criticising YEN's ir1terpretation~ adds 
"The Hsiung-nu at that time called the people of the Middle Kingdom 
Ch'in ni.en·, just ,as in later periods they called them Han men."C16

) Certainly 
th:is is an improvement upon the earlier theory, but it remains to be seen 
whether it is really acceptable. Now another example of the term is to be 
found in the Hsi-Yu-chuan of the Han-shu : -" The Hsiung-nu bound the fore 
and hind legs of their horses, and laid them beneath the wall, and then they 
rode up to the Ch'in men and said, 'We ask you 'to give us your horses.'" 
Comme11ting on this, YEN Sh:ih-ku says: "They called the people of the 
Middle Kingdom Ch'in men following the old custom."Cl7) It seems that l1e 
had changed his own interpretation of the term. Hu San-hsing i11·.:::~ has this 
note on the same Han-shu passage : "In the Han period, the Hsiung-1rn called 
the people of the Middle Kingdom Ch'in men. In the T'ang and the present 
(Sung) periods, however, they call the Middle Kingdom Han, and thus they say 
Han:_jen fltA, Han-erlz @Uc etc. In every case they follow after the old custom. "cis) 

· The common opinion of these annotators on the subject seems to have been 
that the Hsiung-nu of the Han period called the Chi'1iese Ch'in men, just as, 
iii later periods, .foreigners ·caUed:·them, Han men. This theory, however, was 

· attacked by PELLIOT who argued that there was an essential difference in 
uaage between the terms "Ch'in men" and "Han-men", that is to say, the 
latter was .used by the Chinese in· referring to themselves, while the former 
was the name used by the Hsiung-nu about the Chinese of the Han period,.. C19) 

Howe~er this· may be, it seems reasonable to suppose that since· the Hsiung-nu 
suffered such tremendous defeats at the hands of Hsi Hwang-ti, the name of 
his dynasty must have been deeply impressed on their memory and that they 
may have called the Chinese even of the Han period by the name Ch'in. 
This view is supported ~y the fact that both the Malayans in the South Sea 
and the Indians, after hearing of the Ch'in dynasty, long continued to use 
the term Cina. But this implies that the term "Ch'in men" in the texts 
quoted was a direct representation of the name used by the Hsiung-nu for the 
Chinese, and this question requires further consideration. In the meantime 
I put forward the theory that the Chinese of the Han and Wei periods, when 
they· wanted to speak respectfully of their own country, called it· Clzung-kuo 
t=p~, i.e. Middle Kingdom•; and otherwise, simply Ch'in or Han. So, in the 
cases we are considering, the Hsiung-nu themselves might have called the 

(I 6) iliVJ~fit~, Mwtif=.tfI.. W!a*~tcHffii:f:tilAN.t*A, ~f1~f;3tiftTI~~~A£j:. (.=E%[f, ~iHmfj:, @: 
::fL -1- Im J::, ~ t(Sl'f~JJ . 

(17) iffli:f:tilAit*A, ~itt~fil. (~~, ~.iL-f-'t(r, imtiilc11i~f1Ulliti¥.:!:) 
(18) 3m~tt~, ~~fl4Jrotilfiji:f:ti1Ait*A· ~nf Jz.ililIJ!I, ~1Jilffir=f:li1E-t~, ~r:i~A~3c;;t~Jt, ~1'N 

ti.xm:i~. (f~if:~, rffi~i:ttmtt, T) 
(I 9) P. PELLIOT, L'origines du nom de ''Chine", T.P., XIII, p. 739. 
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Chinese anything, even by some entirely different term. of their own, and 
. still the Chinese historian in telfo1g the story would have written " Ch'in 
men." There is some evidence to support this suggestion. We read in 
the Ta-yiian account of the Shih-chi: f' Erh-shih }\~rjj (the commander of 
,the Chinese- expedition against the Ta-yiian), together with CHAO Shih-ch'eng 
Mi*El!JJG and Li Ch'ih $!!$, etc., heard that the Yuan ~. men within the 
city had acquired some new Ch'in men, from whom they had learned how 
to sink wells, and also that they had on hand plenty of provisions."C20

) 

Compare this with the corresponding passage in the Biography of LI Kuang
Ii *~ffj in the Han-shu, which runs : . "Erh-shih J\~rti heard that the Yuan 
men, within the city had obtained some new Han nien ilA, and. that 
they had on hand plenty of provisions."C21

) Commenting on this pl'is~age, 
WANG Hsien-ch'ien 3.:-.$ti[f:, annotator of the . Han-shu, says : " The Shih--chi 
has ' Ch'in men ' instead of 'Han men '. . For foreign tribes call th~ Middle 
Kingdom either C/i'in .or Han without discrimination."C22

) This says directly 
that the passages in the histori'es refor to the Hsiung-nu name for the Chinese. 
But let us see if this interpretation hold water. .It is obvious that the Han.,.shu 
borrowed the passage from the . Shih-chi : it added no new information only 
changing " Ch'in men" to "Han men." If it is true that the Ta-yiian called 
the Chinese Ch'in men at the period of Lr's attack upon them, and that the 
author of the Shih-chi noted their words directly, then the Han-shu was 
incorrect in replacing "Ch'in" with "Han". Even granted that the Ta-yiian 
people used both names indiscriminately for the Chinese as the annotator 
suggested, it is evident from the Shz"h-clzi . that they said "Ch'in men" on 
that particular occasion, and there would be no . reason for . the author of the 
Han-shu to alter it. All this confusion, however, arises from the assumption 
that both "l'h'in men" and "Han men;, in these historical accounts were 

. faithful reproductions of the foreign names for the Chinese ; and disappears 

. at once, if we assume that the Chinese of the Ha~1 period_ were accustomed 
to speak of themselves as · either " Ch'in men " or. " Han men ".• 

In the light of the above, it s_eems reasonable to suppose .that the 'ch'in' 
of Ta-ch'in was that used as the name of China itself. CHAVANNES, with 
his profound knowledge of the Chinese classics, saw that. this was so, but could 
not explain how the name canie to be attached to that particular western 
country.c23

) It seemed strange to him that a nation full of such .self-conceit 
and haughtiness as the .Chinese have allowed their own name to be used. _of 
what was in their eyes a barbarian ttib~. And what made it eve·n unaccount
able was 'that they went so far as to crown the name with the prefix Ta 

(20) ~~jjj~~RB)Jx*~~Ht, Fif.!m~r:p~q~~A, f.il~:tt, rro:!etv1itftj'~. (~iB, m:~s=-f-=, 
*}11?tH~) 

(21) }1\~1li~m~i:p~~~A, n'o*F1itfi:\!~ .. (~~, ~:fd-~, *~lUf.$); 
(22) .=E:tt~, flf~i:iHlt · 
(23) CHAVANNES, .T. P. VIII, p. 181, note 1. 
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'g1~eat ', a p1;actice see1ningly so contrary ·to their usual attitude of superiority
towards foreign peoples. No wonder the name Ta-ch'in '·has so long remained 
a· problem to sinologues. Light may be thrown on such a historical problem, 
however, by considering it in 1:elation to the mentality' or the spirit of the 
nation or age concerned ; and for this reason we may survey a certain aspect 
of Chinese thought in the Han period. 

From very early times the Chinese had been accustomed to regard their 
own country as the · greatest in existence and their life and institutions as 
more advanced and refined than those of any other community. Accordingly 
they spoke of theit la1id as the Middle Kingdom (r:\=lI · r:\=l~) and showed their 
scorn for whatever foreign peoples they might come across· by calling them 
Man :\\I or Ti~' i.e., savage or barbarian. But of course their country was not 
a1Y earthly paradise; and its inhabitants were no more exempt from the· pains 
and sorrows of the flesh than any other people, and thus they were not free 
from the ancienf human yearning after a land of immortality, supposed to ·be 
hidden in· some 'reniote corner of the world. Thus the Chii1ese believed in 
P'eng-lai ~* and Fu-sang ~~' blessed island far out in the eastern sea, and 
iri the moui1tain paradise of K'un-lun · ~,m in the extreme west, where reigned 
the divirie queen Hsi-wang-mu g!jJ::.-B]:. In those happy lands, it was thought, 
there was to be found a holy elixir, a draught of which would give immortality. 
This kind· of belief was first evidenced as early as the period of the Fighting 
States, and gai1ied considerable influence during the Han and the Wei dynasties. 
Wl~en CHANG Ch'ien travelled to the far·· west by otder of Wu-ti, we can 
easily imagine that · some persons at least of his party were pronipted by a 
desire to see th~ land of Hsi-wang-mu, while many in China looked forward 
fo the possibility of hearing from the retuniing travellers an account of that 
mysterious region. Of the mythical stream· supposed to flow through the land 
of Hsi-wan-mu, the Jo-shui ~71'(, we read thus in the Ta-yi.ian account: 

, "The elders of the country of An-hsi had heard that in T'iao-chih there was 
the Jo-shui and (the home of) Hsi-wang-mu, but they said that they had 
never seen it;"C24

) -The Han-shu, describing the country of Wu-i-shan-li ,f.i;-i'.: 
Ill~, gives a similar account with this additional remark: '' From T'iao-chih, 
one may travel by water for ·more than a hundred days,· to approach the place 
whei·e the sun sets;"C110

) The Wei-liao tells us more: "Formerly it was 
etfoneously·· believed that the Jo-shui was to the west of T'iao-chih ;· but now 
the Jo-shui is (known to be) west of Ta-ch'in. It also used ·to be supp·osed 
that, if one went for more than two hundred days westwards from T'iao-chih, 
one might approach the place where the· suri. sets, ...... ". C2

6) We· can · see 
how earnest the historians were in their efforts to fix the whereabouts of the 

(24) %~il:&:~f-'fim, {~tt~~7JtfilEE-f13:, mi*'f.J!. (.Et!.li3, ~~a-=+=; *f11J!J·~) 
(25) EI1~tt~7.kfrPJa~a, IB=am1\. (~~, ~.iLi-7'1:, g!j~1".J:.) 
(26) .-z~il~, 1$.i?.ktl:1~.xg!j, ~iJij7JttE;k~g!j. ruuii!:X~.wi, ~·tt~.xg!jfr.=atnr·, IB:aYr

"A.. 
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stream. Certainly, such. accounts of western countries were intended . to be· 
authentic records of the information which the travellers of the time had 
gathered from actual observation, and it is curious to see such inyths as those 
about the Jo-shui and Hsi-wang-mu included in them and treated as like 
historical facts. But this was indeed only a reflection of the- id.eas of. the 
time, to which the historians acceded. 

That the elders whom the Chinese fravellers met in Parthia told them 
something of Hsi-wang-mu, as alleged ·by both the Shih-chi and the Han-shu, 
was evidently a fiction on the part of the travellers or of the historians. For 
it is hardly conceivable that the Parthians should have had anything· to say 
about Hsi-wang..:mu, who existed only· in the Chinese imagination. Now· let 
us consider the following passage in the Wei-liao : " To the west of Ta-ch'in 
there is a sea ;· west of this a river ; west of the river there is a lofty range 
of mountains running from north to south ; w:est of this is the Ch'ih-shui ?lf
Jk; west of the Ch'ih-shui is Pei-yii-shan s:fi!ll ;. on the Pei,.yii-shan is (the 
home of) Hsi-wang.;mu ; west of . Hsi-wang-niu is the (Hsiu 1rff)-liu-sha iltl!P ; 
west of the· Liu-sha are the four countries Ta-hsia 7CJ[, Chien:-sha ~19; Shu
yao ,.'*', and Yiieh-chih · J.J ,E£:. . West of these is the tfei-shui. ~Jk, 'which is 
reported to be the western limit of the world."C27) The sea west of Ta.:.ch'.in 
was almost certainly the Mediterranean, and the four .countries listed may be 
identified as Bactria, Kess(?), Sogdiana, and Kusan respectively. So much. of 
the account may be regarded as having a basis in reality ; but the rest must 
have originated from such Hsi-wang-mu stories as are found in . the Shan
hai-ching Ill~*~ and the Wu-pen-chi ~*mE. The Han and Wei historians 
welded the Hsi-wang,.mu legend together with accounts of· real facts, and 
this is an indication of the current belief in the real existerce of the enchanted 
land of Hsi-wang-mu somewhere in the remotest part of the westen1 world. 
Particularity noteworthy in this connection is the following passage from the 
Ta-yiian account in the Shih-chi:, "The Han envoy(s) explored the source 
of the Yellow River, and found it to emerge from Yii-chih r1't. The hills 
thereabout· abounded in jade, some of which they collected and brought home. 
The emperor Wu-ti consulted maps and records, and as a result the mountains 
whence the river issued were named K'un-lun H_,W."C23

) . One may read .between 
the lines the motive of the sovereign. It is well known that he was a pious 
devotee of the Taoistic cult, and a believer in the Hsi-wang-mu paradise in 
the far west. When he sent out CHANG · Ch'ien as his envoy to the vvestern 
countries, therefore, we may imagine how earnestly he hoped that the mission 
might, bring. hoine some definite facts about the land of his yearning. It 

(2 7) ;k*jffl1f~7}c, ~7jcjffl7k(PJ7Jt, (PJ7Jcifflwi~t.1f;krJJ, iffl1ft3F7](, t3r-1Jciffl1f S ~IlJ, 8 .3iL4_1f 
ifil::E-/:13:, iffl::E-£l3:Iffiik({1t)Yiffrr]l, NEW~1f:k]{ll · ~1r]lil • Jl!~il · ].ER:llim~, rt§1f~7.K, 
§Frft:M.lifflz;fli]~. 

(28). ~ve~Mimi,. %i~lfl-¥Jl,. ~L4$-~::S~ **· ~-=f-~tiliW3, .45MYrlflL4, SI/ifli,~~ (J:t 
En, fil-Ef=+s, :k~Ju~) 
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retm~ned, however, with nothing but a hopelessly vague report relating to its 
whereabouts that it was situat.ed west of T'iao-chih and near the place where 

the sun set. His· disappointment would have been extreme, but Just then it 
happened that another traveller returning from the west had carried home some 

jade proclu~ed in the country of Yu-chih -:fffe(, and . this he presented to the 
emperor describing the mountains which yielded it. The idea struck the 

emperor that these mountains might be· Pei-yii-shan 13::E.Lll, the Hills of White 
Jade, where lived the immortal queen. Thereupon he pondered over ancient 
maps and records, until he· reached the conclusion that they were in fact the 

paradise mountains of K'un-lun, traditionally identified . with Hsi-wang-mu. 

We see that this belief in Hsi-wang-mu was shared by the great historian 
SsU-MA Ch'ien, who was also greatly influenced by Taoism, although his 

characteristic soundness of judgement showed itself in a more reserved attitude 

to the question. In the Ta-yilan account in his "Shih-chi," he says. "Ac-· 

cording to the Wu-pen-chi ~;zjs:ir,E, the River emerges from the K'un-lun 

mountains, which rise to a height of more than tw~ thousand five l~undred li,, 
and from which the sun and the moon, taking shelter by turns, emerge to 
give light. Above them, there is a fountain of ambrosial wine and a· jewelled 

lake. But nowadays, sin:ce CHANG Ch'ien has been· to Ta-hsia (Bactria) as 
our ·ambassador, and explored the source of the River, why should we imagine· 
the K'un-lun as described by the Wu-pen-chi? As regards the Chiu Chou 

(the Ni1fo · Provinces) and their topography, the Shang-shu t~ff is more or less 

trustworthy; but when we come to the monstrou·s objects described in the 
Wu'-pen-chi and the Shan-hai-ching, they are scarcely ·worth discussion" .c29Y He 

drew the line at these absurdities, but did not hesitate to give place in his 

own work to the stories of the Jo-shui and of Hsi-wang-mu. Now Wu-ti, 

because of the dignity of his position, and Ssu-MA Ch'ien with his rare erudi

tio1i, · were the· most eminent figures qf the age ; a~d seeing· that both of. them 

showed such belief in the existence of Hsi-wang-mu, there is no reason to 
doubt that the authenticity of the popular belief was hardly questioned · at 
that time. 

Excepting those earthly paradises thought to lie· at the eastern and western 
extremities of the world, the Chinese of the Han period could not allow 
thern~elves to think of the existence of any country superior to their own in 

any respect. As increasing communication with western regions, howeve1~, 

acquainted them better with conditions there, they . became aware that the 

country of T'ien-chu '5f_.!:'!r had B~ddhism, whose doctrines seemed to' be more 

profound and comprehensive than those taught by Confucianism, and_ even to 

surpass the subtle, mystical thoug_hts of Taoism. But it was too much for 
their national. vat1ity to acknowledge frankly the p'ossessi'on by any foreign 

(29) ~**2.1r, ~m~~. ~1Af-;tt.j!J1j=-=r.=1cs~.m.. a J3 mfflil'i!ITit~ftWHrr.. ~J::~-~~W!
~ g filHIH~:id'lZ{itf!;, f.3irrrw¥., ~mf,t:.*r.mlifflrl~:P.- ·tt1r' ;JLmrirJf(, fPj'~fil±~- ~· i 

~**rJLJit~m~•JI:ttt, ~~~1rzt1t. (Jt!.rtc, ~-a=-I--=, :kfi!~ufffiJ • ~~) · 
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people of· a religion superior to their own, and so they, interpreted the facts 
to please themsdves by ascribing the origin of Buddhism to the personal 
teaching of Lao-tztL This is illustrated in the Wei~liao' in the following 
passage: "The contents of the Fu-t'u ~m (the Buddhist Scriptures) coincide, 
though more or less irregularly; with the Holy Book of Lao-tzu ~~*~, of 
the Middle Kingdom. This· is because Lao-tz-ti crossed the western frontier, 
passed through the western region, an:d . proceeding to T'ien-chu, taught the 
barbarians there."C?0) Farther west than this T'ien-chu, at what might be called 
the western limit of the world they believed that there was a. country called 
Li-kan. The name, but probably little more, was known as early as the 
Former Han period. In the Latter Han . period, however, they entered · into 
closer intercourse with that country, and then the surprising fact was revealed 
that it was an exceedingly wealthy and happy nation, richly endowed with all 
sorts of valuable goods. However discouraging it might be to their sense of 
superiority, the Chinese could not but recognize this fact But in this. case 
t90, they found a means of reconciling themselves to the painful reality. The 
Wei-liao says: "They (i.e. people in Li-kan)· say that they were originally a 
branch of the Middle Kingdom race."C3

i) This means that the· ancestors of 
that thriving people. were sons of China who had early separated themselves 
from the main stock ; and we can see behind the words the desperate efforts 
of those concerned to maintain Chinese absolute supremacy in history. Having 
seen that this was their motive in ascribing the Chinese ancestry to the people 
of Li-kan,. we have no reason to . doubt that the name Ta-ch'in was given 
by the· Chinese to them after their own name. But what · made them use the 
character ' ta ' as a prefix still remains open to discussion .. 

Suppose that the population of Li-kan was really of Chinese stock, and 
that the Chinese on that account gave them their own name, simply Ch'in or 
Han; this. would have been the. greatest possible generosity towards a foreign 
tribe for a people so full of national pride. In fact, however, they used their 
own ~1ame Ch'in plus · ta, which means 'large ' or· ' great.' And if we. were. to 
take the latter as a sign of their opinion of the country, our kno"':'ledge , of 
Chinese custo1:ns towards foreigners would make the.whole matter unaccountable. 
It is plain that ta must be. interpreted otherwise. A review of the series of 
texts already_ quoted from the Wei-liao, the Hou-han-slzu, the Chin-shu, and the 
Pei-shih will show that ip every case where a physical descrip~ion of the 
people is furnished, there invariably occurs the ac;ljective :&::::fc "tall large in 
build". I think this affords the key to the problem., In all. probabilty, ta 
had no reference to the moral estimation of the country, but rather to the 
stature of the inhabitants. Ai!d this inf ~rence is supported by analog~us cases 
iii iite~ature. The T'ung-tien ;im.$t!. remarks of a certain country called Ta,~cll'in 

(So) n~mtt. ~rptoo;f;:=r-;f,filfflE.f!J\.. ~m.:tt,. ;:1;:=r-~arnm., ~rm~,. z~~~nJL. 
(31) r:tr ~, ;zt,:i:p~~JJUtf!.. 
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*~: "Accordin:g to. the Wai-kuo-t'u 51-ilfil, there gxtend~ 11.orthwards from 
Yii-ch'ii ~~E a country called Ta-ch'in. The race. dwelling there- is tall and 
large in build with an average stature of one chang five to six ch'ih."C·12) 

There is no knowing whether _the Ta-ch'i1l' referred to was the Ta-ch'in 
which we are discussing ; but at any rate, it seems dear from the general 
tenor of the passage that the name Ta.,.ch'in was given because of the stature 
of the people. Again, the scholar Pr Yuan ~'Di:;, in his 'New Revised Edition' 
of the Slzan""hai-ching, supplies this note on the Ta-jen-kuo *Ail (the Country 
of Tall Men): "East of the. K'un-lun are the Ta-ch'in people *~A, who 
are as tall as ten chang, and who. wear .silk one and. all. Ten thousand li 
east of their country, one may reach the people of Chung-ch'in-kuo **~A 
(the Middle-Ch'in men), whose stature is one clzang."C~3

) Certajnly both these 
" Ta-ch'i11 " and the " Chung-ch'in " were inhabitants of the world of myths, 
but nevertheless here is a case where the name Ta-ch'in was bestowed because 
of the people's higi1 stature. Moreovet, there is a11 instance in which the 
Chinese nanied an actual people 11eighbouring them on · a similar . principle. 
The T'ang-shu, in its account ·of Hui-ku rellffi:, Uigurs, says : " The country 
of Ta-hart *&i::. is situated to the north of Chu 'Jfi]i}. It abounds in sheep and 
horses. The inhabitants are tall and large in build (JiJ[*), whenc~ they call 
themselves by ·. that name. They are neighbours of the Hsia-ka-ssu l!i~Wr as 
well as of the Chii 1fiAJ and dwell by the . Chien-hai flj¥,~."C14) The T'ung-tien 
has another account of the. same country of Ta-han (giving i1f instead of the 
original i~~ which was evidently a misspelling) : " The people are exceedingly 
large in build (:R*), the tallest being one chang and three to fou{·· ch'ih."C:J5) 

From an analogy with Ta-'-ch'in, it might seem possible that the name · Ta-han 
*l!fi:. had some connection. with Han as the name of China. But we must 
remembered that the character i$:_· has another application, as· a common noun 
denoting 'man,' so that Ta~han may simply mean 'large men.' Most likely 
the Chinese called the people· so on account of their· height; tp.ough the 
T'ang-shu text points to the vernacular origin of the name.· In the neigh
bourhood of the Uigurs, there was still another race distinguished for ·its height. 
The T'ang-shu, in· its· account· of ·the Uigurs, has this to say about the Hsia
ka-ssli ~?lWf: "The people are a:11 of them tall large in build (:R:*),. have 
red haii·, fair complexions, and blue eyes."C16

) This people, the Kirghiz, 
occupied the district about the upper course of the Jenisei, and it seems clear 
from the above T'ang-shu description · of their appearance that they belonged 

(32) *llli~, :~p/Jfa::[t~~-1:'.i*~' ;letffli~*' :W3t.:n:~R~ Om,!14., ~-Ef:h--{-:~, ~fto:!14-) 
(33) :t't~*1}tUit1~.:k*A, :R+3t, ~::&m. :t't~J].tfal{f-lt.fil., 1~rf.:t~~A., :R~t (Wd.JG,· Wr:ttt 

IDF-LlJ M;i,imi, 'fil'+ Im, *:mfal{mfil) 
(34) *~~~1/i~z::ft, ~-¥=.~, A.qt&fr:i*, ~J}.t m q5. t0i~mr~~Ja~Wr, tiJMJzifil'i. (Jtf~; 'fil' 

-=a+-r::r, .@®%1$:r) . . , · · . 
(35) A:fii:13~*' · :&:~.?e3t3!mR.. (~!J:!l.·, -~-aJL-r-.iti, ~@~.-. *~II) 
(36) A1r~*, ~~ • g1m~rmr. (F.!f~, ~-=s+-r::r, fBJUf~r • ~~~) 
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to tl~e Aryan race. Aryans are indeed, : generaily taller and larger in build 
than the Chinese a1id their kin, and Chinese observers of the T'ang period 
rn;y ~ell have been struck by the superior stature of that tribe of the Aryan 
line. As regards the racial ~bode of the Ta-han, we cannot hope to define · 
its position and ~xtent with any approach to exactitude, but we· can make a 
rough guess ·about it from the T'ang-shu text, which shows that their ~oui1try 
neighboured that of the Kirghiz, and that it bordered' on the Chien-hai ~lj;w:. 
In all probability, Chien-hai was a rnisnorner for Chien-ho jlJM,. the ten~ 
transcribed from Kern, the old vernacular name of the Jenisei'. Since it is 
known that the Kirghiz ii1habited the upper basin of the river, and since the 
Ta-han are said to have been neighboui·s of the Kitghiz and at the same time 
dwellers on the shores of the Kem, ·we shall not be far from the right track 
in placing their abode around the middle course of the river. It is not so 
easy, however, to determine their ethnological class, the T'ang-shu account of 
the race furnishing no description of their physiognomy. However, the ad
jacency of their abode to that of the Kirghiz, recognised to be of Aryan stock, 
together with their recorded· tallness, · are, sufficient indication that they· were · 
another Aryan tribe. It may be noted by the way that the T'ung tien estimate 
of their stature at one chang and three to four ch'ih was an exaggeration, 
usual in travellers'- tales. All these observations· go to strengthen· the suggested 
interpretation· of the name Ta.;ch'in :-the Chinese called the inhabitants of 
Li-kan Ta-ch'in ; . the latter· part o( the· name was the same as their· own, given 
because they were pleased to i'egard that western people as a branch of their own 
race; and it was prefixed by "ta," as an indication of the tallness of the people., 

It is· still questionable, however, whether the Ta-ch'in people were so 
called because they had · actually been obser;ed to be considerably' taller' either 
than the Chinese theniselves or than.' some other people with whom they had 
been compared., It is just as possible that the belief was based on more 
suppos1t10n. There· is' a pa~sage in the Wei-liao the discussion of which, in 
spite of its seeming irrelevance to our prese11t · subject, will greatly· assist the 
solution of the problem. The Wei-lz"ao, in an account of the · country of 
Ch'e-li lf[ ;Ji, says :" " Ch'e-li-kuo, also called Lt:wei-t'e lfit'!i~, ~r else P'ei
li-wang 1f{j~3::, is situated three thousand li southeast of T'i'en-chil. The land 
is low, damp, and hot. The ·king resides in the city of Sha-ch'i fj)~. In 
addition to this city, the country has- scores of others. The people, timid and 
weak in disposition, have been conqu~red by the Yiieh-chih J:l ,Et: and T'ien
chu · 'J(_l"!r. The country extends thousands of li from east to west, and from 
north to south. All the people, both male and female,. are as tall as one 
chang ~~cl eight ch'~h., They ride elephants ~nd camels· when fighting in war. 
They are now subject to tax and labour levies by the Yiieh;.chih."C37·) This 

~n •■■,-~BM~, -~$-~,~~~-i¥i3T•ffl-~:!'!!!*■•M-~~~~~~'~ 
7.lU~:ft+. A~·li~, Jl ~ ~ ~~¥ffl.z. ~:f'!!!-gsffi::ft.ti:T.m ,- A~~t(~:&;~j::/\R. · ~ 
1l ~~ JjJp~' ~ JI .E-\:1~~i,~ . . . 
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is directly followed by a description of another country in the same area: 
"The country of P'an-yiieh -~~' also called Han·-yueh-wang ~~::£, is sit~ated 
thoqsands of li southeast of T'ien-chu, near Yi-pu ~'/!-B (i.e. Ssu-ch'uan). The 
people here are smaller, the same as the Chinese in size. Shu -;} merchants 
apparently come to the country."C38

) The : stature of this latter people is 
given only vaguely and by comparison with that of the Chinese, but the 
Ch'e-li-kuo are remarked for their monstrous stature of one ~han·g and eight 
ch'ih. Let· us see what the Hou-han-shu says in its account : " The country 
of Tung-Ii JR• (the character JR being assumed to be a corruption of ]i[), 
with its capital,. Sha-ch'i i'Y~, is situated over three thousand li southeast of 
T'ien-chu. It is a vast country, similar to T'ien-chu. in climate and natural 
products. There are several tens of ,related cities, ( the lord of) each calling 
himself king. Tbey have been subjugated· by the Ta"".yiieh-chih. They are 
a1, tall as eight ch'ih, both. male and female. They are· timid . and feeble in 
disposition ; ride. elephants and camels in travelling to and from neighbouring 
countries. When invaded by an enemy, they fight on the back of elephants. "(39

) 

This was appa:i;ently a more or less abridged reproduction of the Wei-liao 
account, only diff erin.g from the original in giving the· stature of the people 
as only eight ch'ih, as against one chang and eight ch'ih, probably an intentional 
alteration on. the part of the . author to make it. more plausible. Yet we need 
not doubt the sincerity of the author of the Wei-liao text in recording the 
incredible stature of one chang and eight ch'ih. This is clear from the way 
he makes a point of distinguishing the Ch'e-li people from the P'an-yiieh by 
ernphasizi~1g the superior stature of the former. 

Even allo'Ying for exaggeration in the stature attributed to the Ch'e-li 
people, their height must have greatly exceed_ed that of the. other peoples 
mentioned, which suggests a racial difference between the two and leads. us to 
enquire into . their ethnology and geographical position. According to the 
Wei~liao, the country of Ch'e-li was more than three thousand li southeast of 
T'ien-c:hu, with a hot, damp climate, and had its capital city at Sha-ch'i iYi.tr, 
The geographical position of the place called in Chinese history T'ien-chu . or 
Sh~n-tu ~~ varies from period to period. The idea of its whereabouts held 
in _the. Han. and Wei periods is shown by the Hou-han-shu passage : " The 
country of T'ien-chu, also called Shen-tu,, is situated thousands li · southeast of 
Yiieh-chih. Its ways of life are similar to those of the Yiieh-chih. The land 
is low, damp, and hot.,. The country is borderd by an extensive stretch of 
water. The people ride elephants in war, but are not so strong as the Yiieh
cp.ih. Following the teachings of Buddha, they have learned to refrain 

(38) !!:~Ii, -45~~~, 1tx~m1ffflt=fii!, ~.it'i}ltfllili:, :Jt/\./h ~rflliA~- ~AltfPJ~ 
~-

(39) · Jlt~limr'.Jl~~, :ttx~m'i¥i3=f~.m, *ll-tl!,. Jt±~it~~, ~x~[qj. Ju~tt+, ~m 
x_. *Jl~~Z, ~~)j_~. ~ft:~~/\RmH'.tia~- *~~~' tl:*f~il, ~~*~J2L~. 
(:f&~~, ~-Ef-f-A, flli~ffli: • JiU!.lili) 
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from killing or ai1y violence, until it has become habitual with them. 
The whole area southwcst of .the country of Kao-fu ~ffi"-(a possession) of 
the ,Yiieli-chih_.:_as far.· as· the Hsi-hai, and bounded by the coui.1try of P'an
ch'i ~;m on· the. east, is the do1nain of Shen-tu. Shen~tu has hundreds of 
related cities, each with its own ·appointed ·chief; and several tens of subject 
co1mtries, .each with its own appointed king. These ( cities and countries), 
although differing to some extent among themselves, all bear alike the name 
of Shen-tu."C40) From this it may be assmned that T'ien-chu, in: its broa.dest 
sense, covered the whole area from the Indus to the Ganga; while T'ien-chu 
proper, as distinguished from P'an-chi ( or P'an-yi.ieh .in the Wei-liao), Ch'e-li 
( or Tung-Ii in the Hou hah-shu), etc., stood for the Indus basin, principally 
the area nowadays known as the Punjab. Going three thousand li' southeast 
from T'ien-chu proper, one reac}:ied the country of Ch'e-1.i, which must have 
lain in the valley of the Ganga. Now this country is . mentioned under a 
vgriety of names. The archaic pronunciation of the characters Li-wei-t'e W.l'l'i 
!f"f, which the Wei-liao gives as one of its alternative is lai-wai-t'ek, so that it 
may be taken as an abridged transcription of the Sanskrit name Sravasti, and 
thus connected with Shih-lo-fa-shih-ti *~f:\t~® which occurs fr1 Hsiian-chuang's 
=t'~ Hsi-yu-chi ~iJi_.ztu. The first character 1flj of the othet 'alternative name 
P'ei-li-wa1ig rm#{:tEE:, was probably a corruption of trff, in which case, the name 
must have been. pronounced 'Tsa-lei (vr lai)-wang, another equivalent of Sravasti. 
According to the Sutta-nipata and other: authorities, this Sravasti was another 
name gi".'en to a country which was properly called Kosala,-a term transcribed 
as '[If~~ in the new translation, and as ffll!i~ in the _old; further, it is 
k110w11 that the name Sravasti had formerly: been used only of the capital city 
of the country. Fa-hsien's ~M Fo-kuo-clzi f~ilm:3 puts . She-wei %fr, the 
then capital city of Kosala, at a distance of eight . yojana EaaIJ; from a <;:ity 
called Sha-d1ih-to r:Hi.U:~. This name, .evidently ttanscribed from the Sanscrit 
11.ame Saketa, may be confidently connected with Sha-ch'i, the name given in 
the Wei-liao to .the capital of the country. Again the name Kosala may be 
compared with Ch'e-:-li, the main name which the Wei-liao gives for the country. 
Now, the first character of the latter. ch'e • has two old pronunciations, tsi'a 
and kio, and using the latter we find. that the whole name, -pronounced Kio-lei, 
could well be-. a contraction of Kosala. If this is sb it would suggest that the 
Hou,-han-shu- .name Tung-Ii is also a col'ruption. 

As regards P'an-yiieh ~~, mentioned in the Wei-liao together with .Ch'e
li, and said to lie thousands of li southeast of T'ien-chu, it was presumably 
the same as P'an-ch'i ~Jill _in the above-quoted passage of the Hou-lzan-~lzu. 
There it is included in the territory of T'ien-chu, and we may safely_ p!ace 

(40) ~~II, -~.$!~, tEJ.!~ZJlti¥.i~Tfil, {§-~J.!~[A], im1¥i:~:ff~. *f@t}Jt**• ~l@~nu 
.'lpJ, *A~~JI~. ~~~umi@:; ~~~. ~J2Ll5Xf§-. ~JI~?@jllftilW,filf/¥.i:¥:gfil~, J!t~~~ 
~' ir:ffi.l'~Z:l'tlF J.!'~~-BU~lzEf, ~mc:R, 53UIIIY.:+, ~icx> /il!t-1}11:-~, imi.M;J»-J.r~~ 
~. (1~~:fi:, ~Ef+A, ffilt".ilH~~~il) 
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it to the southeast of Ch'e-li, in the lower basin .of the Ganga. Now 
the most famous town in this area in those times• WCciS Gange, of which 
.the author of -the "Erythrae Sea " writes as follows: "After these, the course 
turns toward the east again, and sailing with the ·· ocean to the right and 
the shore remaining beyond to the left, . Ganges comes ii1to view, and near 
it the· very last land toward the east, Cbryse. ,· There is a river near it called 
the Ganges, and it rises and falls in the same way as the Nik. On its bank 
is a market-town which has the same name as the river, Ganges. Through 
this_ place are brought malabathrum and Gangetic spikn~rd and pearls, and 
~nuslins of the finest sorts., whicl1 are called Gangetic:."C4J) PTOLEMY's geo
graphy . too shows the estuary of :the Gariges dfviding into several channels, 
and there was at the mouth of the third a certain port by the na·me of Gange, 
whenc~ were. exported malabathrum, cotton anµ qthe_r goqd$. C42

) Both PTOLEMY 
and the author of the " Erythrae Sea " W~re contemporaneous with the Later 
Han period, .so that we may assume that (.luring Han and Wei times, the port 

• of Gange in the lower section of _the Ganga basin- was a flourishing centre of 
active trade with. countries farther east, while it. was most probably to this 
place that Chinese silk was exported from the districts now known as Yun-nan 
and Ssu-ch'uan, in exchange for Indian goods. We may also suppose . that 
one Chinese who went there was the Shu merchant mentioned by the Wei-liao 
as reaching P'an-yiieh, from whom the history may have· drawn its information 
about the country. As to the identity between P'an-yiieh in the Wei-liao and 
P'an-chi in the Hou-han-shu, there can be little doubt. The characters ~ and 
jill show enough resemblance to suggest that in this• case one was a corruption 
of the other, though we cannot tell at once which vv"as the original. · According 
to the Wei-liao, P'an-yueh was also called Han-yiieh-wang, and assuming from 
this tl-iat P'an-ch'i was the genuine spelling and P'an-yiieh its corruption, it 
Would appear probable that Han,-yiieh-wang was a misnormer for Hai:i-ch'i-wang. 
Now we may suppose that the characters Hat1-ch'i ~mi were intended as an 
equivalent of Gange, while the character 3:: may: b~ interpreted either as a 
casual accretion, . ot else a vernacular term denoting a town. The further 

· inference may be drawn that P'an-ch'i was a corr~ption of Han-ch'i, or else 
a contracted transcription of Bangala. CHA v ANNES sought to place the country 
of P'an-ch'i in the direction of Annam and BurmaC43), but this idea does 
not accord with the Hou-han-shu account, which places it within the limits 
of Shen-tu. 

If Kio-lei and P'ang-ch'i were K.osala and Gange, it is clear that the 
people of both countries · must have been of Indian stock, presenting no 
remarkable difference in physique,' As we have seen, however, the Wei-liao 

. . . 
(41) W.H. SCHOFF, 7/ze Periplus of t!ze Erytlzraean Sea, p. 47. 
(42) M_ACRINJ?LE, The G_ommerce and Na_vigattion ofthe.Erythraean·Sea, p. 146. 
(43) CHAVANNES, Les pays d'occident d'apres le Heou Han cltozt, T.P.,.VIII, p. 193. 
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makes so marked a distinction between the two peoples 111 point of stature 
as to descrjbe one as no larger than the Chinese, while attributing to the other 
the fabulous height of one chang and eight ch'ik. , It 'is worth c~nside:ring why 

this impossible stature is recorded in the case of Kio-lei alone. We may 
remember that this country, Kosala, was contiguous with the coufrtry of Chia

p'i-lo-wei :ti!I!~1.iH#u·, which was· consecrated as the birth place of Buddh~. 
Within its boundaries were the cities of Sravasti, She-wei %Ii, Sha-chih-to 
fj;ffil\:~, etc., all famous in Buddhist history ; and it was i11 ·effect the nursery 
of the religion. We ·may, the1~efore, easily imagine veneration with which this 
land, so closely ·associated with the origin. of the f a:ith, was reg;rded by the 
Buddhistic mind in China. And the image of Buddha must ' have been 
exceedingly ·large to reach one chang and six ch'i'h. "According to popular 
belief,"' runs the ·Hou-han-slrn account of T'ien;.clm, •" Ming-ti saw in a dream 
a golden man, tall and· large in build {:&:*)~ with a halo about his head .. The 
emperor required his· courtiers to interpret it~ and some :replied .that there was 

in the west a deity, whose name was Fo f~/ and whose figure was one chang 
· ai1d six ch'ih tall, and of a golden colour. Thereupon the emperor sent an 

envoy to T'ien-chu tb find what- the cult of Fo was. Later the image of 
Buddha came to be drawn ( or moulded) in the Middle Kingdom. From the 
tirne whe1i Ch'u Wang Ying ~£~ devoted himself to the faith, the Middle 
Kingdom saw a considerable number of followers of the teachin:g. "~14) There 

'is no written evidence to show exactly how early the making of Buddhist 
images began in China, but it is a provable fact- that the end of the Later Han 
petiod saw the erection of Buddhist temp~eS' find the production of Buddhist 
images within the· realm;C45> As for the size of these images, it seems probable 

( 44) iit'~l, PJ.P,'/f~JUl·A, !f:*m~:JtPJ.!. tl,FnifHa, ~s, rffltf 1fijlql, ,g S{gfJ, 1t~!f:j::7'R, 
nu=~:at~ · Wti~¾ilf~x~, Fniwf3:u§!}k, ~1.i~r.f:l~lfflW*{l~. !f~~~Mir1st-11fG', rf:Jlilli!!l:t 
l¾i!i~~*Jm:.:lf. (:ff~~, ~~a+A, rZ!i~·i~, x~~) 

( 4 5) The attribution of the first introduction of Buddhism to the reign of l\1i,ng-ti was 
evidently an innovation of later times, as MASPERO pointed out ; but the fact that 
the religion was practised in his time is clear fr0111 the evidence that Ch'ti Wang 
Ying, younger . brother of the emperor, worshipped Fu-t'u 1$ JI- in his feudatory 
province. The Biography of T'AO Ch'ien ~~~ in the Hou-han-slzu contains this passage: 
"A man from Ch'u-tung 1!]Jjpj· Prefecture (i.e. Tan-yang ftfw.;) by the name of TSE Jung 
~ ~~, gatheriµg a ,troop. of followers amounting to hundreds, went to Ch 'ien Bft ap
pealing for aid,. Ch'ien gj gave him charge of the transportation of provisions in 
Kuang-ling ~~. Hsia-p'ei rIP, and P'eng-ch'eng ~~- Eventually this man inono
polized the transportation service throughout the three prefectures, and then he 
erected the Fu-tu-ssµ j,$.~=@:: (Buddhist Temple) which was built on a great scale. 
It had several stories and at the top were layers of gold plate. It was surround
ed by halls and palaces, -a;iid all together could hold . more than: three thousand 
people. An image was made, coated with gold ; and this was dressed in coloured 
brocade. Every time the Fu-t'u was bathed, large quantities of victuals and drink 
were prepared, and a carpet was spread along the passage. Those who partook of 
the repast, together with the spectators, numbered more than ten thousanq." (:ff~ 
~. ~-a.::::-1:., ~lirltftvf) A similar account is found in _the _Biographyof Lrn· Yao 
Jl]ti\ contained in the Wit~chih . ~15\ ·of the San-kuo-chilz .::::~15\. The latter was a 
contemporary of Ling-ti -.w. · 
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from the story of the emperor's dream that one chang and six , clz'ih was the 
standard height-; at any rate there can be no doubt that the tendency was to 
visualize the deity in enormous dimensions. Thus it is also quite possible 
that this idea of great _ st~ture was · extended to the living population of a 
country regarded as sacretj. This view would help to account. for th~ height 
of one chang and eight ch'ih attri1:mted to the people of Ch'e-li. 

From the f.01:egoing. O?ServaJ.ions .,we see that the c:.ases :~here. Chinese history 
r<:;cords the tall statlire • of a foteign people fall · into two categories_. In 0!1e, 
the report i_s based O!l actual observation, as in the .• descr~ptions of the :Kirghi~ 
apd the Ta-han, wh<: must actually have appeared tc1ll beside ei'ther _ t,h~ 
C::hinese themselves or their own neighbours. In the other, tallness is attributed 
to the people out of -pure. im~gination, inspi~·ed _by sq111e ·. gener~l -idea, as just 
shown with the Indian Ch'e-li. The question nov\' before qs is :~ To which 
,category .did the recorded talh1ess of th.e Ta-ch'i1; belong? The Kirghiz at).d 

-the Ta-han were of A1-y~n stock, an~l consequently- must hav~ attracted Chinese 
notice as beir1g_ taller ·than thy surrounding tribes., such as the Ch~ lJN, __ the 
T'u-chiieh ~It, and so on; who were all Mongols. But can the same thing 
be said of the -Ta-ch'in ? They were a population consisting of an A;y~P
upper class, and a Semitic ~lement comprising the bulk of the community, so 
that there can · be little doubt that they _were muc:l:i like their eastern neighbours, 
the T'iao-:chih, the An-hsi, and the· Ta-yiian, in ger;i.eral physique ind f~cial 
appearance. Yet Chinese· history-from the Shih~chi and the Han7,shu down 
to such later authorities as the, Hou-han-sftu, the Wei-shu, the Chin-shu, ~119-
the Pei-shih, says absolutely nothing o( _the T~-yiian, whom the Chinese mu_s,t 
have known better than any other people in the western, region, or of the 
T'iao-chih and the An-hsi, who lived nearer to them than did the Ta-ch'in,. 
This gives us :reason to suspect that it was not from actual observation that 
the Ta-:ch'in yvere recorded as taU.- Now the country of Ta-ch'in was believed 
_to lie near the place where the sun set, and at the same time to abmipd to 
a remarkable extent in all sorts of desirable goods and treasures. So we might 
suppose that it was_ naturally _connected in Chinese imagination with the 
paradise of Hsi-wang-~nu located tn;1.ditionally at the western limit of the world, 
·until it even :came to partake of the nature of a she1i-hsien Jii$1IlI region. 

· The early Chinese, like the Jndi~ns and other ancient peoples, concei_vecl 
th~ir shen-lzsien Jfi$1IlI in ,large dimension~. Perhaps the earliest evidence of 
this is the story of the miraculous birth of the founder of the Chou dynasty, 
told as follows in the Cho_u Annals in the Shih-chi,: " Chiang-yiian ~~ (his 
mother), as she was _ going out to the fields, saw the footprints of a gi~nt. 
The sight of_ these delighted her soul, and she desired. to_ step upon them. 
-When she did•-- so; her body trembled. It seemed as if she were impregnated. 
After a period of one year, she gave birth to a child:''C~,6) The giant meant 

_(46) ~mtfflff, ~:e:J\.ffi. ,tArk.f-~IDt, ix~k'.'.:- ~±li'i5~WJ_, [hQ$1;,. mJ~li'i5~-=r. (.Ee.le, ~rm, 
lt.!**i:) 
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a heavenly god in the form which gods were supposed to take when revealing 
themselves on earth.· Later in history, Shih Huang-ti, in 'the twenty-sixth 
year of his reign; is said to have· collected all the weapons in the country to 

·be melted down and cast into twelve chin-jen ffr.A (metal men, i.e.-, bronze 
·statues). These were set up in his imperial palac~ to represent the constellation 
of twelve stars supposed to gua1:d the Tzu-wei,.kurig· ~{~'§, the ·.centre of the 
celestial world. The eriormous size of· these statues is evident from their 
recor:ded weight, the Shih-chi p~tting it at one thousand 'shih :fi a piece, and 

the San~fu-chiu-shih .=:tmffi• at two hundred and forty· thousand chin fr. As 
early'I as the -ep_och of the Fighting 'States; there was a popular belief in the 
exist-~11ce of-· coun~ries of immortal · beings on earth, which gradt.rnlly developed 
into the tradition of the blessed mountains of P'eng-lai ~*, Fang-chang · jj:)::_, 

and Ying..:chou ~fl'l in the temote east, and the K'un-lun Momitains with the 
paradise of Hsi-wang-mu in the far west. All these· regions were supposed to. 
· be inhabited by people of · supernatural size. · The · Shih-chi, in its Book of 

Feng:-shan-shu M-fflllt:·, tells the following story about the island of P'eng-
lai: . "There were tens · of thousands of Ch'i ~ people ·who reported my
steries· and miracles to the court, but all the reports proved to be -fallacious. 
Therefore more boats were sent out, and in them the thousands who talked 
of sacred niountains iii the sea were ordered to go and seek P'eng-lai and 
the divine inhabitants th~reof. Ku't-m~suN Ch'ing -0fJr-9~P carried the· emblem 
fo th6 rilission. Their ~rst preoccupation _ was always to explore ·any famous 
inoui1tain. They went as far as Tung-lai )f[*, and returned with <='!- report 
that they had seen at night so_me ta-jen * A (large ·men) with a ·height 
of several chang, but that when the party approached, these had vanished, 
leaving foot :marks which looked like. those of · animals. Then· some cour

tiers. declared that. they had bseen a1i aged man, accompanied by a dog, 
who declared that he intei.1ded to see the Augu·st Lord E ~ (i.e. the em
peror), and immediately ~anished~ · The emperor had heard of the lal'ge 
footprints without· believifrg in · them, but as soon as h;ard the courtiers speak 

of the. aged man, he was convinced that it was ·a hsien.:.jen {iA. (a man who 

has attained immortality). Theieupon he sent nien out to keep watch on the 
sea, and provided· fang-shih' :17± with. post horses and carriages. Those 
despached thus in search of lisien-jen totalled • one tp.ousand .. "c47) The idea of 
immense stature of the divine inhabita:n.t~ of the islands of _the easterh sea Was 
also. responsible for the dassical recoids of a, countiy · of 1·arge men. The 

T a-huang-titng-ching :k~JIHJJf of the Sharr-1tai.:.chi1ig . !llmtJJf says : " Beyond 
the ea~tern sea, in T~-huang ::k~ (Vast Wilderness), the1;e is a mountain called 

(47) ~A2J:.~r~mq1%r::~tf~W-~tk, rM~!§~~-. J!l~~itt{t, ~~~rpi]itlfrlr*il=fA>R~~ffi$A.. 
~~Ynmlo, 'ttM::rr~~u..r. ~*~' ~, ~l!*A~~:&:, mcz~IJ~l!, J!.:}t]fj}ji, ~*gm 
~~~- if~~~, J!-~Y:*Jf'!l, ~, *fxJi:a:~, e:t&.~]!. J:.12PJi:kUuJi, 5Ji{~, lk.f# 
gg~•~R; ~u*w,}.t~Atr1; :®Wf~J:., -=r1.r±ft]f[.lk.Fflt ~3RmAw,=i=-~. (.litia, ~= 
+A, i:tID!ll~) .. 
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Ta-yen 7(-~, whence the sun· and the moon emerge_. There _also is a mountain 

called Po-ku-shan flt~LJJ, . ~s- ~~11 a~ · the country of Ta~jen, tl~e Ma~·ket of 

Ta-j~n called .the HaH of Ta:-jen, in which a huge being squats, with both 

elbows stuck out."C4S) Attached to _this text, we read the co~nmei1t: · "In the 

second year of Yung-chi a j](~. in the Chin dynasty, . it once happened that a 

floe~ of water fowl settled in_ a pool tvyenty li south of the District of Shih-an 

~~:ji;. A native of' the district,· by the name of Chou Hu ./ml.7e, netted them, 

and found tha~ ·some of them had wooden arrows sticking !nto them; The 

arrows were fitted with iroi1 arrovH1eads, and measured six and a half cli'ih. 

Jtidging from · this, · it seeinecl that the arch~r would ~ave _he.en as tall as ;ne · 

chang and five· or six c_h'ih. It is also related by KAo Hui ~½., Pieh-chia ;}lj 

•. of the Province of P'ing-chou, that on one occasio1i some Wo-kuo-jen ~ 

~A (Japi11ese) ehcountered a storm ~t sea, and while drifting about, came 

upon a country whose inhabitants hctd a stature of mor~ thai1 one chang, 

and looked like Hu (bai·barians) in - physique,-presuma:bly an offshoot_ of the 

Chang-ti :EE::1:K ,(Long Barbarians)· race. The arrows in.· question might seem 

to have come from that country."c49
) Und9µbtedly these stories were fictions 

born of· the contemporary bel~ef in the existence in the eastern sea of some 

peoples marked by their superhuman stature. We· may notice that this country 

of large people, · so vaguely loca'ted iii all the above. accounts, is meritioned a 

little' more exactly in the following·. pa~sage from the Huai-nan-tzu tii'¥.Ff: 

" To reach the eastern limit ~f the world, · setting · out from Chieh-shih ~::fi, 

one passes. through Ch'ao-hsien JiiJl!r-, to the country of Ta-jen, which extends 

eastwards to the place closest to where the sun rises; the land of the Fu-mu 

*.fiji\, tree, and a plain of gteen earth and trees; ~ll governed by Ta-hao 7(8~ 

and Kou~niang /i:o=c, and extencliiig; over twelve thousand li'. ''(fiO) Fu ti was 

ai.1other name for the legendary tree more familiarly known as Fu-sang tk*• 

In the Chinese solar mythology~ this is a gigantic kind of tree growing on 

the : slope of· the Yang-ku ~~~ ·valley peopled with· divine . inhabitants, the 

place wheie· it grows also taking the .name of the tree. The Shih-chou-chi +~HI 

i!J~ supposed _to be written by Tung-fang-shuo ]Rjtif.!f.f, contains this pa_s$age : 

'~ Fu-sang :is ten thousand li from the eastern shore of the . eastern sea ..... . 

Fu-sang lies in the middle of the blue ocean, and extends· for . ten thousand li. 

Ab~ve it, is the T'a.i-ti ::t:1if Paface, where resides Ta-chen Tung-wang-fu ;t 

JltJR::E.Sl (Great Real Eastern King Father) .. , There grow many t1:ees, · with 

(48) *ii~z*, *5rezrfi1fW, 45skit, BJimm .. ~i;§-Ll.!~, if!;i-;:Az~: .ff::f\'.Azm, 
45'El;f(Az~~ 'if'f~::f(A, Ni:JtJ::, R&:JfiWW. (Lilifd~, ~+Im, ::i(5i'c;JJJnfil). 

c 49) . ~?1<~=~, ~~Ji, ~t1N~'.tcl%~W4 =+.m.~1!;--t, rJ:t. ~J!.JreR&:~i±., **1tz, · ~~~~ 
.7'Riff~. J»;flliifz, ;tt.M~,,l\~JJ!i~~}t.:ff'.7',Rif1. :3Z2P-9-l·l53Uif~ft, ~~' 1i~A"lffi 
il,&a!Jfdit*~W;' Jl~~, A~:&;3-t~;' 7lfJ!x1PH.i3.' ~~~53Uf.i,' iilifll-~~-Irt~*if1·. ·(LlJ~ 
~.~ ~+~,, *~Jrl~i±) '! ( 

(so) tlt:ttz~i, EI~E~im~, •1,l7kAz~/~i:¥·amz:k,· ~l*z:!:tl!; ~±m~~, *a.f1U~ 
ZefrFfl~r.it==r-.m. Cili¥.Ff-, ~~IJIDU) 
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leaves like those of the mulberry tree. Again, there are slzen ;r,!t trees there, 
the tallest of which stands thousands of clz'ih high, and whose trunk can 
hardly be surrounded by over two thousand men stretching their arms. The 
trees grow in pairs, having common roots, and leaning upon each other, 
l!ence the name Ju-sang ~~-"C

51
) The king father Tung-wang-fu, who was 

the eastern counterpart of Hsi"."wa11g-mu, had originated from a personification 
of the mythical Fu-sang tree. The Shih-clzou-chih, while remarking the im
mense height of the tree, says nothing of the stature of Tung-wang-fu. But 
the fact that Chinese tradition had made the tree into . a divinity of a pro
digious height during the Fighting States period may be gathered from. the 
story which the Shih-chi relates of PIEN-Ch'iieh Jffllil:I, the great physician of 
proverbial fame, who received some miraculous medicine from Ch'ang-sang
chiin :&:~it (Tall Lord of the Mulberry-Tree )Y52

) In all the instances so far 

(51) J:k~:tEJ1titJ1t:J¥~~_m, ...... He~, "tE~#if:z.41., :fr!frtr~_m. l:ifr*if'if'&', *_j;JiR:::E9:)3Frrt' 
/J&; :Ll[~~*' jUm~- .3Z~t~ffi'~ ~~ttfx; *=f~~. miWWXfffJf~, fr-1&.fu!l!*1:Jftefi\f, 
¾,J)J,,t·~~- (i-Hlia).-The character }Jc means 'to support, to assist', ahd ~ denotes 
' mulberry '. 

( 5 2) The Shih-chi, in a Biography of PIEN Ch 'iieh _m~:I, treats it as a personal name 
belonging to a single physician. But mention of a doctor by the. same name occurs 
in different periods, and·· this leads several· scholars to' regard it as a generic term 
applied co1nmonly to the foremost physicians of any age ; none, however, doubting 
the real existence of that particular PIEN Ch'iieh ,m1'!l;~, whose other name is given 
as Ch'in Yueh-jen ~jfilgA, and who. is said to have healed an ailment of the prince 
of Kuo ~, by means of a secret iinparted to him by Chang-sang-chiin. Yet the 
fictitious nature of what the Shih-chi says about PIEN-Ch'ueh is apparent from such 
statements as that Chang-sang-ch'iin vanished all of a sudden as soon as he had 
taken the medicine. out of his pocket and handed it to PIEN Ch 'iieh; that the physician, 
following the master's instructions, imbibed the stuff with the water of Shang-d1'ih 
J:W. for thirty days miming, until at last he acquired a supernatural power of seeing 
through men's internal organs and thereby locating the source of any disease, etc. 
These are all legends,. strongly coloured by Taoist thought. According to Atsutane 
HIRATA 2P-EEl~J~L (San-go-hon-goku.-ko 3':E..+00~), the "water of Shang-ch'ih" 
meant the dew or moist gathering on the surface of bamboo or trees. Now the 
Taoi;t doctrine regard~. tr,ees as the primary source of life, so that the water referred 
to was in itself the ~ssence of vitality, and is thus connected with the elixir of 
immortality reserved for divinities. Since the physician had secured this precious 
material for his own use, he must have enjoyed superhuman. longevity, and thus· he 
may well have appeared in the world in different ages far apart. The general design 
of the story seems also apparent from the consideration that the birthplace of PIE~
Ch'ueh ,lfiHti is placed in P'o-hai Prefecture ri'Ji~i~; since it was always on the P'o
hai Sea that many Ch'in and Han sovereigns sent out boats to seek the elixir of 
P'eng-lai. These facts show that Ch'ang-sang-chiin was a supernatural being rather 
than a man; in fact, the Shih-chi asserts, "He was riot exactly human." Judging 
from the affinity his. name Ch'a,ng-sang-chiin :R~~ se~ms to bear with "Fu-sang" 
He*, he must have been a hsien-j'e,n living in the land of Fu-sang, or rather, no
thing less. than · the personification of the Fu-sang . tree. He may probably also be 
ide1itified .. with Mu-kurig . *~ {Lord of Trees), mentioned in the Shih-chOU,-chi and 
Shih-i-c!ii ~ii§:'iitl, who was himself none other than Tung'-wang-fu... It' need' hardly 
be mentioned that his name, meaning 'Tall- Lord of the Mulberry Tree,' is suggestive 
of his immense stature. 
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cited, we have seen that the supernatural beings· were· called · clzu-jen ot ta-j~n ; 
but it may be noted· in addition that the term "chang-jen ·:&:A (tail man) " 
too seems to· have been used. For instance, the Ch'u._tz'u ·~~ has this 
passage in its Chao-hun t,:g;Jll,, " Invocation of the Soul" : " May the soul come 
back ; the east is not to be trusted. There the chang-jen, with a stature of a 
thousand jen 111, eagerly_ seeks souls to prey up6n."C53

) No doubt; the tall 
man referred to was the shen-hsz'en ( demigod) supposed to exist on' the eastern 
sea. 

The idea · that the paradise · of Fu-sang was on the eastern ocean, which· 
was originated by the occultists in the Fighting States epoch, went on developing · 
through the Ch'in and Han periods, until by· the time of the Northern a11d'' 
Southern Dynaties-, it had become a national belief, · although it is certain that' 
the absence of eye-witnesses and of definite ·information. made the more 
strict followers of Confucianism maintain sceptical attitude towar~fa it~ Dur
ing the era of Pu-t'ung ilff@ of the· Liang * Dynasty, however; a 11uin, 
perhaps a Taoist' in disguise, gave himself out to be a Buddhist monk by the 
name of Hui-shen 11i~, who had been on a pilgrimage to the country of 
Fu.;sang. He provided plausible ~ccounts of what he daimed to have observed 
in that blessed land_, . a11d in the same vein, remarked also on the countries 
of Ta-han *~ml, of Females :tc~, and of the Tattooed Jt~m1. This served 
tb · cO:nfirm the popular faith in the Fu-sang paradise, and indeed the success 
of that charlatan went so far that his inventions eventually found their way 
into the dynastic annals, i.e. the Liang-shu .*~ and the Nan-shih i¥.f~. It, 
is not at all surpi·ising that the real existence· of the co,untries thus put on 
record have scarcely ever been qtiestioned by eastern scholars, whose custom 
it is to put implicit faith in orthodox histories. But what seems to me rather 
strange ,is that western students, hab1tually more critically inclined, should 
have seriously · tried to identify those fabulous countries,-some trying to place 
Fu-sang near Japan, and others in Mexico; and again some· connecting Ta-han 
with Kamchatka, others with Alaska ; and so on: As I have showi1 elsewhere, 
Hui-shen's Fu-sang was · no inore real than the Fu-sarig in those flights of 
wild fancy,-the Shan-hai-clzing and the Shih-chou-chi. The country of Ta
ban also was of the same nature as the legendary country of Ta-jen already 
referred to in the Shan-hqi-ching and the Huai-nan-tzu. We have seen that a 
tribe inhabiting the Jenisei valley was in fact called Ta-han in the T'ang-shu 
on account of its tall stature, but in this case the same name was used of an 
imaginary people characterized by superi1atural size. Certainly it was not only 
to the immortal inhabitants of the islands of the eastern sea that popular 
imagination was. wont to ascribe an imposing stature, but also to those who 
dwelt in the paradise supposed to lie at the western limit of the .world. There 
1s a passage in· the Han-shu which is said to be a quotation from the Shih-chi : 
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"In the 26th year of Shih Huang-ti of Ch'in, there appeared at. Lin-tao !Zl!l:3~ 
some ta-jen; as tall as five chang, shoes measured six clz'ilz, all clad in Hu 
dress; they were twelve in all."(54

) As Lin-t.ao was in the west of China, 
some scholars think that· these ta-jen. must have been men of some, Hsi-jung 
~=ix (Western Barbarian) tribe. But this interpretation fails before the consi
deration that whatever. tribe might be :suggested, it would. not explain the 
impossible height of five clzang. It should ·be noted, on the other hand, 
that what the text purports is to show that the giants made their ap-. 
pearance as a warning against the emperor's policy. of ~oppressing the people 

; and ravaging national resources, in order to build the Great Walls on the 
· north, and establish the frontier .garrisons of Wu,.ling li~ on th~. south. No 
doubt this episode was a mere fiction inserted in history with moralistic 
intentions. But it .is enough to suggest th,at supernatural beings of enormous 
size were supposed to exist in the western as well as the eastern region of 
the .world.. There is no data indicatii1g the s~ze attril:mted to Hsi-wang-mu 
herself. But seeing her so often mei1tioned together with . Tung-w~mg:-fu in 
fc~~k-lore, we may safely assume that. she and any other inhabitants of the 
western paradise were als~ conceived as having a superhuman stature: Now 
this reminds us of the ~1eight attributed to the Ta-ch'in. Their. country was, 
in. Chi,nese eye~, a land full of valuable goods, as well as lying near the sacred 
region of Hsi-wang-mu. It is quite possible that its people were likened to 
the happy inhabitants of this western paradise, in stature as weU . as .. other 
1·espects. In the Ti-wang-chi 1f:Eift:i, now lost but quoted in the Shih-chi, we 
fi!1d Yii-wang ~:£ described as being nine ch'ih and two ts'un high. Not 
that he was regarded as superhuman; but being credited with godlike vi:i;tues, 
he was naturally cm1ceived as . tall. Similarly, we may imagine, Ta-ch'in, 
though not identified with the western paradise itself, . was deemed. c·omparable 
t~ . it in many ways, and so populated in imagination with inhabitants · of 
more than normal stature. Thus we know that- the historical reference to 
their height .was not the result of actual observation, · but of pure imagination. 

· Before gojng any further, it would be weII to sum up the· co~i~lusio1;s so 
far reached about the- origin of the name Ta-ch'in. In_ the fo;st place, Ch'in 
as a term. denoting _Chi1~a was applied to this people by r~ason of the Chin~se 
claim to. a cognate racial origin.• Secondly, this western. country of Ch'in was 
associated in the Chines~ mind with the paradise of Hsi-wang-mu on account 
of _its supposed· proximity to the ·1au~r and of · its prosperity and advanced 
civilization . and in consequence, the enormous stature commonly attributed to 
tl:ie . inhabitants· :of .s~cred regions was extended to its· people,. so th~t the 
C~c].:i;act~.r._::k, ·~~a_ning 'brge,' :came to be prefix,e~ to Ch'in. The w~y in 
which the ~1ame originated, therefore, iIIustrates two features of the Chinese
their racial vanity, and their faith in the existence of earthly paradise. Thus. 

{54) JJ::.ic*11f.HlHff=+~~, iff*A, :fl::E:3t, Jimf.~R, "Fr~~1cfj., JL+.::.AJ!-=f-!fbitlls. (~~ 
= +t%3: rzJ:., nrr~) 
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we may ai1ticipate that their · description of the community would be an 

idealized one. In depicting the country, there was ample chance and induce

ment for the author freely to ascribe td it what would seem most desirable to 

his own nation, while represei1ting · such information about it as might be 

available froh1 aitirnl observation in the most brilliant colours conceivable. To 

,vhat extent this was the case will be shown in the rest of this study. 

· III. Chinese Ideas , Reflected in the Ta-ch'in Accounts 

As I have already remarked, the main factor which has made the identi

fication of Ta-ch'in so hard a problem for sinologues all over the world was 

that they put too much trust in what history says of the country and its 

inhabitants, accepting every detail of the account as based on actual observation, 

and scarcely ever suspecting the element of fiction which foi·ms in reality a 

considerable proportion · of it. This can not be better illustrated than by the 

name Ta-ch'in•, whose interpretation has so long been disputed only because 

the scholars coilcemed always assumed it to be a faithful representation of 

the vernacular name of the country as the Chinese heard it. Quite apart from 

this particular questiail · of the name, however, the importance of exercising 

critical discrimination in examining the historical · accounts of Ta-ch'in, so as 

to distinguish the authentic from the fictitious, cannot be overstated. 

Proceeding with our study of the Ta-ch'in accounts on the principle 
suggested, let us review this passage of the Wei-lia_o relating to the con

stitution of the state:· "In this country they · have no permanent rulers, 

but when- an extraordinary calamity visits the country, they elect a worthier 

inan as king, dethroning the oid one, who · does not even dare to feel 

angry at this decision."C55
) The corresponding passage of the Hou-han-slzu 

runs: "Their kings are not permanent rulers, but are appointed by merit. 

When a severe calamity visits the country, or when winds a11d · rains are parti

cularly unseasonable, the king is deposed and replaced by another. The one 
relieved · from his duties submits · to his deg1:adation without a murmur. "(56) Is 

this a record of real facts, or a product of fancy ? The text describes a 

monarchy whose crown was not hereditary, but was bestowed by public choice. 

But can any country with . such a constitution be pointed out in the region 

concerned ? The election of the ruler might remind us of Greek democracy 

or the Roman ·republic, but certainly these were too far apart in time from 

Ta-ch'in. Again, the m011archic state might suggest the imperial Roman re

gime or the royal government which held sway in western Asia in those times; 

(55) :J;t~~'/if.:£. ilrr1f~~. ll]![J'z:Jf.A..W.P.t.:E, mi&1JJc:J;tti"J.:.=1: . .:E?#~tt-~ . 
. (56) :J;tL eflR~'it A, ~liIJJ'z:J{;;lr. ii ip'ik'.~lk.]]il.f:ru~ll'iF, ~lfOJfmfl.[J'z:. ~;oj(:~trllli~.~. (ft~ 

i!, ~__:a+A, f!!i~~**il) 
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yet 111 these cases the rulers were always hereditary. Moreover, it is difficult 
to connect any known country in the. area with the· prnctice of dethroning a 
king in the event of a natural calamity. These considerations lead us to 
suspect that these records in question was not reports of real facts, but only 
the expression of the Chinese ideal of politics. Turning our eyes to the 
political history of China, we see that the dynastic government is the rule from 
the Hsia ~ down to the Han house and onward; but earlier, at the very 
dawn of the history of the race, we find something which accords, in spirit 
if not in exact form, with the alleged system of Ta-ch'in. I refer to the 
tradition of the three legendary emperots, Yao ~' Shun ~' and Yu ~' the 
story of whose exemplary reigns opens to all intents and· purposes the written 
history of China. They were three consecutive. rulers . of ancient China, 
unconnected by blood. The first, Yao, passed his sceptre, not to his own 
son, who was considered unworthy of. his father, but to Shun; his minister 
and a man of noble character; Shun followed his master's example in selecting 
as his successor, . in spite of his own . son, a minister . of proved merit, Yi.i ; 
and this. Yil again followed the samy course, discarding his own son for a 
wise.· mm1ster. It may be_ pointed out that in all these cases the emperor 
himself, not the pe~ple, chose his successor. But that affects little the likeness 
suggested. · We must remember that the three emperors were legendary charac
ters . embodying Chinese. ideals of government. Chinese thought was dominated 
by Confu~ianism with. its democratic political .theory that kingship should rest 
with a person, of whatever birth, .whose characte:r and wisdom satisfied public 
op11110n. The story of the three emperors' selection of their successors was, 
then, nothing but a fable dictated by this doctrine, and. though each sovereign 
appoints one of his . own choice, still we can see that the underlying motif 
was the rejecti,on of the . idea of hereditary succession to encom:age selection 
by public• choice. . Viewed in this light, the truth m,ust be. that the alleged 
Ta-ch'in system was based on the ideas shown in the stories of the three 
Chinese emperors. · · · 

As for the Ta-.ch'in custom of dethroning the ruler in the. event of· an 
extraordina~y calamity, including uns~asonable · bad weather, nothing like it is 
discoverable in tl1e political history of the western regions concerned ; but it 
will be better explained if we coni1ect it with the epochal deluges which were 
the scourge of the three emperors' reigns; Tradition records that when Yao 
found himself too old to cope with national affairs, he voluntarily retired, 
appointing Shun regent for him; 'and · Shu.11, at the end of his own royal 
career, followed Yao's example, making room for Yil. · This_ story was an 
embodiment of the democratic principles of Confucianism which recommended 
the retirement of a ruler who might be unequal to his duties for some reason 
or other, and thus agrees in spirit with the Ta-ch'i·n practice of dethronement. 

Now we may be satisfied that the politic~! featur~~ re~ordecl_ of Ta-ch'in 
were fabrications on the part of the Chinese authors._ They ter'ided to point 
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an idealized picture of the country for the reasons already suggested, and 
nothing s~rved as. a better model than the story of the Utopian government 
under the three· early emperors. Comparing the model and the copy, it is 
true, we find some· superficial differences, but very probably this disci'epancy 
was a delib~rate effort by the author to conceal what he had clone. 

There are many other details of the Ta-ch'in records which can be 
satisfactorily· explained on the same principle. Take, for insta1~ce, · this passage 
of the Wei-liao: " When the king goes out he is usually followed by one of 
his suite with a leath.er bag, into which petitioners throw a statement of their 
cases; on arriyal at the pala~e, 'th~ :king examines the metits of each case; "C57

) 

and it may be noted that the· Hou~han-shu_ contains a ·passage to the same 
effect. It ~s certainly hard to recognize anything like this practice it1 the 
known ·history of the regions concerned. Chinese history, on the other hand, 
tells us of seve1:al n1echanical contrivances to which bei1evolent rulers resorted 
for the purpose of sounding public opinion or · of acquainting with them
selves social conditions in all classes. Thus. Yii-wang, that indefatigable 
Estener to the popular voice, as the legend goes, employed five hiusicial 
instruments, from which a petitioner might strike one according to the nature 
of this case.Cf;S) The Shih-chi !"elates how · Wen-ti of the Han dynasty ordered 
the revival of an ancient custom of providing a " bariner for the proinotion 
of the good JJ!.:gy-;t.n.tf_ ", and a " tree of scandals li/p~fz.;:;tc "; c59) According to 
the Commentators, the forme1~ was a flag undei which any one who wished to 
recommend any good mea-sure to the authorities was invited to stand, while 
the latter was a sort of board set up · on one side of a bridge, on which 
common people were encouraged to write any faults they might find with the 
_administration and the origin of both is attributed to Yao-ti hirn:self.C60

) Again 
the T'ang-sku tells us that the Empress Tse-tien-wu ,tllj'.;Rjc adopted the system 
of providing chests for co1nmunications fron~ private people to the throne (686 

A.B. ). That tli'e use of such chests dated from even earlier can be proved 
from an alien quarte1:. According to · the Japanese historical recotd, the Nihon 

Sholli 8 *•*c., when the emperor Ko-toku ~ii reformed t~e government 
system of Japan ( 647 A.D.), fargely by_ the adoption of modified forms of the 
T'aiig institutions of China, _he introduced the practice of providing bells 
which could be struck by ~hose wishing to advise the government and chests 

(57). ::EH:lfr, 1ir~qf:e/(~-~:f!I.H1~. ,ffs~~-§:;1,t.fl, :ffi'.~r.p, filt'B"7Yiffi'J;tm::i=m. 
(58) ~Zn'if, W-.n~~it, fi~:tt-~, ii:fHQl,{=H97JZ±• ~HJJES, ~lGA.Ql,~;lit/tt, ~¥ 

AQl,•~••·~•Am•~••· maA.QI,•~••· ~-~~-~-•~z~,-•ffli 
-h@, -t--t:w-2.~~- (tttw.Fr, ~+2, mIDfawli) 

(59) J:s, iiz-N:i'xr·, f:J3~il!!wztt. liJf:WJz*, mW-imi#if!ffli*~;fr. <tt.&?ff~rWAA~z~, 
¾~m.:iii:~1&~.'11§', ffliJ:~~rnlifJ~:9ctf1. M1-flifW.*il!t75ZJ\:J3l. *~z_. (~lB, ~+, ~Jt 
**~=:tp.) 

(60) Notes to the passage of the Shih-chi, quoted in fciot-note 5 9. · 
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for rece1vmg private petition:61
),, and for this h_e must hav:e had some example 

in China. in. an age _earlier than that of the T'ang empress referred' to.- So 

far as legendary ages are concerned:, such contrivances for ~ounding the people 

were mere pictures of moralists ' ideals of a perfect government, but it is as 

evident that some were in actual employment as early as. the time of Wen-ti 

in the Former Han period. In addition, there is testimony from western 

witnesses to the effect that from the late T'ang period to the epoch of the 

Five Dynasties (907-960 A.D.), similar practices obtained_ throughout the 

_country. CB2) We may~ therefore, take it for granted.- t_hat it was the same in 

the Later Han and Three·_ Kingdoms periods and then it is not difficult to 

imagine why the author of the Ta-ch'in account ascribed these desirable 

characteristics of gove1:nment to the country he was eager to idealize. Certai11ly 

the alleged use of the leather bag in Ta-ch'in · seems· without example in 

,Chinese history, but in this case, too,. we may assume that the author chose it 

fo carn:ouflage his imitations. · 

Another suspicious detail of the accounts of Ta-ch'in occurs · in the 

following passage of the Wei-°Ziao : . '' The king has five palaces, ten li apait 

from each other. He goes to one palace in· the morning and hears cases 

there till even.frig, lodging there for the night ; the · next morning he goes on 

to another palace, and in five days he has completed his round. Public 

matters must always be· discu·ssed by 36 · generals; if one general does not go 

( to the meeting), · the discussion is not held. "CtJ3
) As noteworthy is the cor

responding passage of the P~i-shih, which runs : "The royal capital is divided 

into five cities, each five li square ; its circumference is 60 li. The king 

resides in the middle city. In the city (i.e.· each city of the· other four), are 

eight high officials who rule over the four quarters ( of the country) ; while 

_in the royal city also there are eight high officials who· divide among ,them

selves the governinent_ of tl1e four cities. When affairs of state oi~- of the 

four quarters are deliberated upon, if no decision is reached, the high officials 

of ·the four cities assemble for council at the royal re;idence. The king gives 

personal hearing, and then the decision is put into practice."C64
) We can 

·(61) HJt~, WH~-ritfHill~::if, }'l¥.~i1iH,, rml!st':tz~. f1=~;5tffitr, nu~fil's-rrz~. 1i'.tmi~zlDt, ~ 
~-~- ~~~~rms;~zm~r,U1f~•z~••z*-ffi.w:ammw*•~m.• 
mw,~-=rrm. ~-=r-s, "Hiw.:tz:BJ3:g:z~::tr, J:fkl:ti~Jtffi. M1ff'i&r~zFr~::if, ~F~ii~'~ffi- ~ 

1fil§WZttE' ri'i:f::E~l~ffi. ~J'z::ii:1&::a{-imWfinIDt~tf!.. y~tffwf~.vfqz~' .W,JJH~~~-tl!,. 1i\':.3:1f 
--~~.w•*~ffl. ~tt~wOO±WJ»:tffW~~' ~1ffi~~ffi,§Jr.t»:■-~-,ff~ft 
A-~-BAffift-=f-E,~~ftA, •H#ffl, ~~-M-~X~ffB,OO~a•~~ffi-• 
u:r:imw~11~, ~·b]ta~rtJJ, ~f5iiJJtJ::1::;m,· ~rn:~~it•·· :!!EmzA, 1/fAJffi•• cs;-;1.:iua, %f 
.::::-r-::z=r:, ~-f,t*r.=¥-= JJ pc;$) 

(62) G. FERRAND, Voy:tge du mar~hand arabe Sulayman, etc., p. 58-59 

(63) ±1fnF:, ~-grfilitF-I*+.m.. :,1;1a:zp:B.z~-g~~-, ~s*~:;s. BJ3·a~~~,g, 11:a~J\sJ. 

fif:::::i-~M1, -~.-.; ~,M:~~~IJ~~-
(64) ~tl5±~%~.:n:~. ~1.f n.m., Jm:;;"-t-.m.. .3:.@rJ:i~, ~!EA§!, .t»:::E.!Zfl1.f. W.3:~2/J'~/\ 

g, 0-=Egg~. *ill~~.&.m.r-1r, 1f~~~. J11Jgg~zg~~m • .=1:iH~z, t~-fH{ffi. (~r. 

~' ~.iLi-t, gg~~*~~) 
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easily see thaf the {·egular arrangement of the · city a~1d the mechanical nature 
of its government system savours of an arbitrary arrangement 011. the part of 
the a~thor. Yet the belief of so many students in , the authenticity of the 
accounts of Ta-ch'in has put them to enormous pains in trying to identify 
historically all these facts. This was perhaps the most conspicuou_sly the case 
with HIRTH. He endeavoured to connect An-tu :£:!:Am, which the Pei-shih 
mentions as the capital city of Ta-ch'in, with Antiochia in Syria, and. to 
account for the alleged system of five palaces aiid five divisions of the city 
by refei·ence to the term '' Tetrapolis" applied by STRA$0 to the Sy.i·ian 
capital. This explanation was received wide spread approbation and was 
believed to be conclusive as_ regards this part of the Ta-ch'in records. In my 
opinion, however, it is still open to criticism. Now let us look at the sketch
map of Antioch contained in SPRUNER and MENKE's Atlas Antiques, on which 
HrnTH's theory was based. We see, besides· the insular section called Regia, 
three subdivisions of the. city. Even if we are to take all these four sections 
together and assume that each contained a royal palace, still there will . be 
but four cities and palaces, and this made it necessary for HIRTH to in
dude the suburb· marked Subi;trbia, so· that the total might better a1;s~er to 
the " five cities " of Ta-ch'in.C65

) This · proceeding, iii itself, seems to me 
doubtful enough. But even granting that it is justifiable, still there remain 
these objections to his identification :-in the first place, the capital of Ta-ch'in 
had five royal palaces, whereas in Antiochia Regia represent;d the only royal 
residence ; and secondly, Antiochia showed nothing to answe1~ to the distance 
of ten ii which the Wei-li-ao places between each of the five palaces, or to 
the si_ze ~f_ e_ach subdivisio11 ~)[ the city, which the Pez-shih gives as five 
square li. ~ think it is most important for us now to realize the improbability 
of these, statements concerning the Ta-ch'ii1 capital. For what city on earth 
could have show·n such mechanical regularity and exactness in its plans ; or 
what king would ever have thought of making it a rule· to go round a series 
of five palaces each built in one of the five divisions of the nietropolis, · staying 
one day at each place, so as to complete his circuit in:· five days ? There 
can be· no doubt_ that the author was building castle in the air ;_ nor is it 
difficult to guess , what . guided him in doing so, This theme will occupy us 
for the next fow· paragfaphs. 

The Shu-ching, in· its Bouk of Shun-tien ~~, contains this account of 
the series ~f tours which _ the emperor Shun periodically made to the four 
representative· mountains7: "ln the second month of the. year he ma,de a tour 
of inspection eastwards, as far as Thai-zui1g, where he· presented a burn-offering 
to Heaven, and sacrificed in order to the hills and .. rivers. Thereaft~r he gave 
audien~e to tii~ princes of the ea§t. He. set in ~ccord their ~ea,~ops e~,d months, 
and regulated the days ; . he made unifon;1 th~ standa1:d-t{J.bes, wi.th the measures 

(65) HIRTH, China and the Roman Orient, p. 208-209. 
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of length and of capacity, ·and the steeL-yarcls; he regulated the five (classes 
· of) ceremonies, with (the va~·ious) articles of introduction,-the five symbols 
of jade, the three kind of silk, the two living (animals) and the · one dead 
one. As· to the five instruments of rank, which all was over, he returned 
them. In the fifth month he made a similar tour · southwards, as far as the 
momitain of the south, where he observed the same ceremonies as at Thai. 
In th~ eighth month he made a tour westwards, as far as the mountain of 
the west, where he did as b_efore. In the eleventh month he made a tour 
northwards, as far as the mountain ofc the north, wher~ he observed the same 
ce1:e111,onies as in_ the west. He (then) ,teturned (to the capital), went to (the 
temple of) the Cultivated Ancester; and . sacrificed a single bull. In five years 
there was one tour of inspection, and there were four appearances of the 
princes at court."C66

) The Shun-tien :is conimonly believed to be the earliest 
written Ch~nese record, but as the results of my own researches reveal, its 
antiquity is not so great as · has been supposed, that is t6 say, it was written 
no earlier than the rest of the Shu-eking, i.n the period of the Fighting States. 
Therefo~e we may trace the· above story o( Shun;s tours of inspection to -the 
popular belief, prevalent in the Fighting States epoch, in the five mountains 
known by familiarity as Wu-yi.ieh li-ffi. It is worth notice that the Shih-chi 
rela~es the same practice of Shm;i. : " In, the second month of the year, he 
made a tour of inspection to the east as -far as Tai-tsung. Tai-tsung is T'ai.,. 
_shan ~LU itself. There he· presented a burn~offering to Heaven,· sacrified in 
order to the hills and rivers, and finally gave audience the t'ung-hou, who 
were feudal lords. . .... .In the fifth month, he made a tour as fat as the 
mountain of tl~e south, which is Heng-shan 1Ufi Ill. In the eigl~th 1nonth, _he 
made a tour as far as the mountai1i of the· west, which is Hua-shari ~LU. In 
the eleventh month, he made a tour as far as the mountain of the north, 
which is Heng-shan · '/]f JlJ. At each ( of-the latter three mountains), he repeated 
the ceremony performed . at . Tai-tsung. Chung-yileh i:p-ffi (Middle Hill) is 
Sung-kao *?,gj Hill."C57) As we see, the four mountains mentioned by . the 
Shun-tien are here respectively identified as T'ai. ~' H~ng 1#rr, Hua ~' and 

(66) ~=JI, Jlt3fil~, i€rt'H~. ~~~:fkrllffll, ~W!Jltffl, mfl{fJlIEF-1, !A.11.ift)tl::l.:{%.r, 11~.niFLI, 
.:o:.:t:3m=1=:-~~. tr:r.:o::H=, ¥7.:7~- EJii¥Jili),~, ~r"f¥i-ii-, tr:rti:rnti, AJfifflili).~, i€ 
rr!!-m, ftr:r*-». +'Ff-JJ YiJJ, ili),~~r~t-$, tr:r~mi. ffi'imr~li'iH., m~. E~-jfil~, ~ 
ffllmifi,13. (ffit~, fit.$J:)-'-Sacred Book oftlze East, ed. by M. MULLER, vol. III, p. 39-40, 
tr. by J. LEGGE. 

(67) -~=JI, J!{ili).3q., ~rti:r*, ti:r*~llffil. ~~;J;!Jffllf]f!, ~rt.mJl'rn, JltJtHYH~fil. ······K 
JI:lfila~i€iwft, i¥J!1Mfoi:jflffil. i\.}J:lfil31~i€E§iL ~!lt$!1.ffil. i-""-'.']3fil~i€~tt'S-, ~t·HH:H.rl! 
ffi. ~ftr:rt~*zmt. q:i-$-;W"~ffi. (Bf::.ia, .ttt.-=i-A, ~.ttulF~). 
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Heng ti. Hill ; while Sung-kao, i.e., the Middle Hill, is introduced so as to 
complete the list of Wu.:.yiieh, Five Mountains.CB~) 

It may well be asked why the . Shun-tien omits the· Middle . Mountain, 
and this is explained in So-yin *~, the commentary on the Shih-chi text as 
follows : " No mention is made of a visit to this mountain, because it was 
there that the emperor's residence stood."C59

) So the legend is that the emperor 
Shun periodically left his palace near the Middle Mountai1i to pay ceremonial 
visits to the four mountains which· were located in four ciirections ·away from 
that centre .. Needless to say it was a mere fiction, a~d evidently an embodiment 
of the con'.temporary ideal ·of government. But what demands our particular 
attention· here is that thi.s is also·~· re.flection of the traditional. regard for the 
number five, or rather for the five positions; viz. jhe four cardinal points of 
the compass and. its centre. The ultirn.ate origi11 .9(:. thi.s idea must partly lie 
in its_ association with what 'Yere called the " five celestial palaces 7(.n g ", 
the four 1:oristellations in the four quarters of the celestial sphere-Ts'ar1g-lung 
i;fl, Chu-ch'iieh *~' Hsien-ch'ih fBl<:it!!, or Po-hµ sre, a:nd Hsiian-wu 3t:11t 
and the " pole .star of. Middle palace " i:f:t g~ffi£ ; and partly in the doctrine 
that the terresfrial world was composed of the five elements 'wood, fire, metal, 
water and earth' which wer~ assigi1ed respectively to the east, west, south, north 
and the centre of the compass as· their proper positions.. This system of five 
divisi011;s was a ruling principle throughout Chinese ai1tiquity, and was widely ~p
plied in all 111ai:me1; of rites, systems, and institutions. Thus there were five sacred 
mountains oL popular worship, geographically distributed in the manner above 
described. · Again the earliest division of the country into Chiu-chou Ji.JM or 
Nine Provinces may be in effect und~rstood as a modification or development. 
of the same principle ; for . the basic scheme in this ca~e must have consisted of 
the. subdivision. of a· square, whose sides. faced east and west, north and south, 
into nine equal smaller squares. We know also that the Kao-chii-li ~1UJ!i, a 
tribe who were neighboU:ts of the Chinese on the ~ast and linmistakably under 
Chinese influence, divided . their population into tile fiye comm;unities 't-E, front, 
back, left, right, _ and .. interior, tht::. last-'mentioned including the -ruling family ; 
and again that the P'o-hai • ilm: .and Ju..:cen · .·. f;;,f!l: tribes, equally affected by 
Chinese habits of thought, each established five cities with the names Tung-

(68) This identification in the Shih-chi of the four mountains mentioned by the Shzt'n-tien 
is further supported by reference to the . Yii-kung ~~ ~, a book of the Shu-ching 
which may be assumed to be 'conteni.poraneous with the: Shun-tien. There we read: 
"It .is. Hai-tai AAJ,m that lies in Ch'ing-chou W1+1," and this shows that Tai was 
T'ai-shan itself; " The south of Ching #IJ and Heng .fjj · is Ching-chou :#IJ fM," and 
Heng ~ must have been Heng'.'"shan ;'" Hua-yang and Moi:-shui ~~l!:71< is in Liang
chou ~H-1," and evidently Hua stood for Hua-shan. Then another passage of the 
same book says: "Going from Ta-hang and Heng-shan *frl:?f.1-4 to Chieh-shih ',lij 
7fi, · one reaches. the sea;" and the riiountain referred to rirns't have been Heng-shan, 
one of the Five Mountains. 

(69) J~~~~::lr, ~0,~=rmi~fil. (!t!Ja; ~::::-r-A, ·it~if~) 
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ching JRJit (Eastern City), Nan-ching m:trt (Southern City), Hsi.:ching ~Jit 
(Western City), Chung-ching 41;:::i:Jt (Middle City), and Shang-ching l:Jit (Upper 
City) or Pei-ching ~t}'}t (Northeri1 City).C70

) 

(70) The annotator of the Shih-chi, commenting upon Sung-shan, or Sung-kao, says: 
"The K'uo-ti-chih 1!:l'!!!.is\ says that Snng-shang.; .... is twenty-three li northwest of Yang
ch'eng District IHil.~}~ in Lo . ..:chou Province -fffH·l" (If~). This would locate the 
mountain in what _is now Ho-nan Rrovini::e, which corresponds to Yi.i-chou fjH+l in 
the Yu-kung, and therefore suggests that the royal capital ofShun was in that provi1i.ce. 
On the other hand, there is a general i1~1pression from classical sources that Shun's 
capital, a:s w~ll as the capitals of Yao ·and Yii, was situated, not in Yii--chou, but in 
Chi-chou a_,J,M. For the· Yu-kung begins its enumeration of the Chiu-cho, i.e. Nine 
Provinces, with Chi-chou, while the Annals of the Hsia Dynasty in the· Shi!z:..cfii relate 
that Yii set out. oil hi_s tours from Chi-chou ; and both facts- seems to indicate that 
the royal capital was situated in that province. Again, the Annals of the Five Em
peror~ in the same hi.story declare Shun to be a man from Chi-chou, which. com1ects 

. well with the id~a that his royal residence was in that province. · The Comment If 
~. on Chi-chou referred to in the ·shih-chi read: "Ho~tung Distr~ct 11iiJJiR.\~,~ of P'u-chou 
Province TTIHN was formerly part of Chi-chou. · SUNG Yung'-ch'u *·,kW in his Shan
cli'uan-chi rl/ Jll'/iB, states that in the city of P'u-pan rffi~ there is the mausoleum .of 
Shun." In the same Annals of the Hsia Dynasty we find a certain p~ssage ·relating 
to Yii noted upon as· follow : " HUANG-FU Mi ~ pft~ says that Yii had his capital at 
P'ing-yang .zp.ll!Jb ; some say tfo1t (his capital) w_~s in An-i ~B and others say that 
(it) was in Chin-yang if~:" (IE~) In addition, .the Ssu-shu-jen~wu-pei-k'ao f!!JifAtM 
{jiff~ (Chap. I) and other authorities place Yao's capital at P'ing-yang, Shun's at P'u
pan, and Yii's at An-i; ail these places lie within the boundaries ~f Chi-chou. In 
this way, the Chinese classics seem to contain two conflicting opinions· as to the 
location of Shun's capital; one pqinting · to Yii-'chou, and the other to Chi-chou. I 
think both were based on the.t~•aditional quinary arrangement. In one case the author 
believed that the whole realm was divided into the five parts, eastern, western, 
southern, northern, and middle, each havi'ng a· representative mountai~- as its land
mark; thus the middle· mout1tain, i.e. Sdng~kao, in the central district i.e. ·vu-chou, 
might well be considered to be the place where Shun had his capital. In the other 
cases, the country was c_onceived as divided into the Nine Provinces, and the royal 
capital placed in one of them, i.e. Chi-:chou Province; although the latter did not 
occupy ·the ~iddle ·position in the whole sheme, _bt{t lay to the north. At first sight, 
this might seem strange, but it still accords with the basic principle. In ·the fii·st 
place, it is not hard to see that the division into nine provinces, so as to ~~rres1jond 
roughly to a square . cut up into nine smaller equal squares, was simply a modi
fication or development of the quinary arrangement according to the four cardinal 
points and the centre of the compass. It is instructive· in this connection to observe 
the formation of the names of some of the provinces so arranged. Ch'ing::chou 1.fHI 
was the middle east province, and it was so called because in the ·customary corre
lation of the five priniary colours to the five positions, the east was· connected with 
ch'ing i.e., blue. Yang-chou :t.!HM was the middle south province, and the name 
derived from the idea that the provinc:e lay in the zone of the Yang-ch'i ~~' where 
there lived yang-niao ~.[% i.e. sun-birds, as the Yu-k-ung says. .In spelling the name, 
however,· the character ~ was substituted for r~, · which would have easily betrayed 
the derivation. Again Liang-chou ~'1+1-, as the middle west province was called, 
owed its . name to the fact that in the duodecimal division of Mu-hsing *Jg,, the 
constellation of Ta-liang *~ is assigned to this direction. Lastly, the middle north 
province was Chi-chou a+M, and it is evident the -riame came from its· geographical 
position. For the character ~ is explained by the Shuo-wen as '' It means northerly 
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We may b(:) sure it was- the same idea of quinary arrangement that 
made the authors of the accou11.ts of Ta-ch'in · describe · the capital of Ta
ch'in in the way they did. None of the details· concern~ng the city a1'.e 
very clear, yet we may gather what. was in the write.r's ~ind. In· the case 
of the· Wei-liao accomit, things seem to have been as follows :-the m~ddle 
section of the city, containing the central royal palace, occupid an area ten 
li square ; the four other sections, . each ten li square, and each with a royal 
palace, were arranged so as to_ adjoin the middle section on one side re
spectively. In each case, the palace stood at' the: ce'nfre of the square, which· 
separated the- central pc1.lace from every other by ten- li: Perhaps the statement 
that '7 the. five palaC!:: were - ten li apart from each other "C71 ) was· a loose 
statement of. this relatiot1. · From the ahove data, it may be reckoned that the 
whole city, had a circumference to 120 · li; and the Wei-liao says, "The 

direction,' and is based on the character ~t and pronounced like ~-"; while the 
Yu-p'ien· d~fines it as "A northern province ; whose· 11ame is based on the character 
~t." .- In my opinion, however, the name implied still more. It must have been 
connected, with. the Pei-ch'en ~tIBE, i.e. the pole star. This view would help explain 
why the three emperors ' capitals. were lo(:;ated . in Chi-chou. In the Lun-yil tffil'~, 
in 'its Book of Wei-cheng :r.1ti!ik~, we' read this rei:n~rk of Confucius: "Government 
should be conducted by means of ni.oral influence, after the manner, for instance, 
that the pei-ch'en sits in its' own place and the rimltitudes ~f stars are subject to it 
in harmony," Elsewhere in the classics, we often find the. pole sta~ referred to as a 
symbol of ideal government. But what is more particularly noteworthy is the evidence 
~e find in.- history that a royal _ capital or palace ,vas sometimes compared to, and 
even patterned after, the cynosure. Thus, the Slz_ih1chi says, of the twenty-sixth year . 
of Shih Huang-ti: "The Hsin-kU:ng ·Palace m'g'. was built to 'the south of the Wei
shui, After some time, itwas renamed Chi-miao i[l,]mW (Pole Shrine), after the celestial 
pole x:f£. ~' and this is- commented on. the So-yin as follows : " The palace and 
shrine were built after the pattern of the celestial pole: and therefore named Chi-miao 
iflr]/wJ. According to the Book of Astronomy x.1.riJ; the central (celestial) palace is 
called tl~e celestial pole x;f:Ji], and this is what was referred to." In the quinary 
arrangement, the middle section was usually supreme ; . and the pole star· was con
sidered to occupy the middle region, _or th.e ·" central palace" i:J-,,Z of the celestial 
sphere. ·As a ma.tter of fact, however, we see it in the northern sky, a~d for this 
reason, the north might in some cases be regarded as the most impoi·tant. In all 
probability, this was why that northern province, Chi-chou, was classically identified 
with the residence of the three idolized emperors. It is, incidentally, worthy of note 
that in the _case of _the five cities established by the P'o-hai ftbifff: and Ju-cen -:tz::fj; 
peoples, eastern neighbours of the Chinese, the royal capital was at Pei-ching (North
ern City), also called Shang-ching (Upper City). In Japan, too,· when the emperor 
Kwammu f:i'iwt founded the old capital Kyoto more than ten centu~ies ago, tl;e province 
of Yamashiro was selected for the purpose, because it satisfied the condition of being 
g,uarded by the four· deities. This was, apparently, a Chinese idea, _but then the 
imperia_l pal~ce -w~s b~ilt, not- in the middle of the city, but in the ~1orthern quarter 
th~reof. In this case, the asso~iation of' the imperial resid~nce with the celestial pole 
is clearly indicated by the name of the primary ceremonial building, -which Was first 
Ta-chi *tii:E (Grea_t Pole), and afterwards Tzu-ch'en :i~ (furple Cynosure). 

(71) ~B"*il*+.m. 
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residence of the king is over a hundred li in circumference."C72) Indefinite 
as this statement of mileage is, it was probably preferred as serving better to 
disguise the author's design. In the Ta-ch'in account in the Pei-shih, the 
city consists likewise of five sections, each square-shaped,· and of. equal size ; 
but here the general scale is reduced ; so that each 'section ' covers five li 
square, and the whole city is si:xty li in circumference .. 

In identifying the Ta-ch'in' capital with Ailtiochia, HrRTH ·made ·a senous 
attempt to account for the divergence noticeable between the two histories. 
The plan of the city of Antiochia in the second century RC., fornished by 
SPRUNER and MENKE's Atlas, seemed to •him to justify the Wei~liao description 
of the . circumference of the whole city as over I oo li. During the· fifth 
century A.D., however, the city of Antiochia gradually began to decay, a1id 
a terrible earthquake. dealt it the fatal blow; in spite of · Justinian's efforts 
to rebuild it at enormous expense, it never saw again its old grandeur, 
and for this period, HIRTH thought, the lower estimate of the circuit as 60 
li was consistent enough. C73

) I cannot, however, approve of this argument of 
his any more than of his suggestion to connect the five royal palaces and 
subdivisions of the Ta-ch'in capital with PT0LEMY's Tetrapolos. In my opinion, 
it is hardly conceivable that any· city having a circuit of over one hundred li 
should be reduced through an earthquake to a circumference of sixty li, and 
at the same time retain its original number and· dispositi011 · of subdivisions 

· and royal palaces, each section, moreover, uniformly dwindling in · area from 
ten li to five li square. In both cases, however, the description of the Ta-ch'in 
city was given as Chinese imagination dictated, and any ei1deavour to interpret 
it as a faithful record of real facts would of course be· futile. The divergence 
pointed out betweeri the two· histories, however, deserves further consideration. 

It is obvious that the Ta-ch'in account in the Pei-shih borrowed substanti
ally from the Wei-liao and other earlier records. Its author could not have 
had any more real knowledge of the country he was treatlng than did the 
earlier historians ; and it also may be taken for granted that he, neither, 
believed in the historical truth of the· old ·Ta-ch'in accounts he had before 
him. Instead, he must have seen into the real motives of his predecessors
far enough, indeed, to understand what was suggested to them by the tradition 
of the three model emperors: On his own part,· he not only wrote in the 
same vein, but attempted to add to the verisimilitude of the previous Ta-ch'in 
accounts. He therefore reduced the recorded circuniference of the city to half, 
undoubtedly to make it appeai~ more modest and therefore more plausible, 
and cut down in proportion . 'the size of each subdivision, which must have 
been ten li square if corn puted from the distance which the former histories 
placed between each two palaces. He also gave a mote circumstantial 

(72) ~~m~~l!.lfB.ls~.m.. 
(73) HIRTH, China and the Roman Orient, p. 211-212. 
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description of the governmental system of the country. The earlier accounts 
show that there were thirty-six generals, who met to deliberate , on public 
affairs, but the Pei-shih goes further, assigning four generals to each of the 
five subdivisions, and taking notice of a plenary council which might be held 
in the presence of the king. In this, the author had to deviate· a· little from 
the original mention of" thirty-six generals," probably out of the n:e·cessity of 
securing equal disfribution of official force. among· the five localities. of equal 
size. 

The Pei-shih introduced into its Ta-ch'in account another seemingly fresh 
detail, .which indeed has chanced to have a most far-reaching effect on western 
studies of Ta·-ch'in. This was the mention of An-tu :!i.:IB as the specific name 
of the Ta-ch'in capital. More than one western scholar sought to ·connect 
this An-tu with Antiochia, and indeed it was an. important factor in HrnTH's 
identification of the Ta-ch'in metropolis. . Yet, whatever phonetic affinity may 
be assumed between the two names, it will prove to be nothing but a chance 
coincidence. A little consideration of the meaning of the phrase ,An-tu ~iB 
(=-peaceful city,- or city of peace), shows how appropriate it was ·as the name 
of a Utopian city. No doubt it was supplied by the author in order to give 
more substantiality to the Ta-ch'in. account, which had hitherto lacked the 
specific name of the city. In 1nanufacturing- the name, he was probably guided 
by association with the three legendary emperors, who were believed to have 
had their capital in An-i !Ji:s. It is needless. to say that the word An-i ( = 
peaceful town) ,had practically the same connotation as An-tu . 

. AH: these observations will serve to show that. the story of the Ta-ch'in 
king going to his five palaces as a daily routine was nothing but an adaptation 
of the famous Iengend concerning the emperor Shun's periodical tour of inspec
tion. to each of the four sacred mountains. It is insti-uctive in this connection 
to point. out a similar practice of the . historian detectable in another passage 
of the Pei,.slzih. Its · account of Ta-ch'in says : " Once in three years the 
king goes out to convince himself of the morality of the people. If any one 
has suffered an injustice he -states his complaint to the king who, in minor 
cases, will censure, and in important cases, dismiss the country official (respon
sible for it), appoiiith1g a worthier man in his stead."C74)· No· equivalent detail 
is found in any earlier Ta-ch'in accom~t, and one might suppose - that the 
author had drawn this fact from a new source of information which had been 
unava,ilable before. But here again we can tell whence he took the suggestion. 
The Shun-tien says: "Every three years (during Shun's reign), the respective 
merits ( of officials) were inquired into, and after every three such inquiries, 
degradation and promotion were meted out to the ignorant and the wise, 
until the whole administration became bright and clear. "C75

) We can imagine 

(7 4) ,x,3,¥~E:B, 11/Jil.\.11::. Ati][:{:Etij . .:Emf:~;/f, ~tr,~~, ,1~~uin1t, *~IJ.llli~, ~;!t:$jtA 
w_1-1;;z. (:Jt~, ~JLi-t, 'ffil~f'-*~i~) 

(7 5) 3tiz'1f~, 3~!llir~ffil!BI:J, );]'f,~mx;w~. (fr.\j~, ~~) 
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how -easily the same idea - could be· applied by the author to the Ta-ch'in 
king's -·administration. 

The same, practice of the Chinese historians must be ever borne in . mi1id 
i~1 studying the rest of. the Ta .. ch'in account. Take, for instance, ·this passage 
of the Wei-:li"ao,: '' As regards the institutions the1:ein, public and private 
palases have more than one storey ; they hoist flags, -beat drums, use· small 
carriages with· white canopies, and have postal statioi1s ill~ i&l and ( a system 
of) t'ing ~ and clzi"h fE (public accommodations for travellers). These .are 
the same as in the Middle Kingdom."c75) Certainly Ta-d1'in. may. well.have 
had those things in common with China, but we cannot' be - sure that. they 
were -alike in ,both coui1tries. _No doubt the author wrote this simply because 
his _chief aim was , to 'represent, things of- Ta-ch'in as. sii:nilar • as· possible _Jo 
those of the Middle Kingdoin. -This intention of his is more plainly. disceri-iible 
when he -:continues the above text as follows : " Starting froin An-hsi, one 
goes, circ;uitously along the _ north (Le~ northern shore) .of the sea to reach 
tl,1is_ CQlI.ntry. It is popt1.lated · without gai)s. Every · ten li, there is one t'iizg 
~.- (minor qfficiaL- i1i_n), and -every thirty li", _one· chilz tiE= (niajo1; official inn)."C7.7) 

The first-_half of the text may. be recognized as having.:originated· froi11 the 
actual expt:!rience _ of tourists 'in those regions, but what is really doubtful is 
the_ allege_d sy&tem of t'ing a11d chih. · As a matter of fact, both the Roman 
Proyji1ce and Parthia had their postal systems, and also serai, provided for 
lodging caravans ; . but it is hard : to believe· that they we1:e ariahged in : such a 
manne1~ as desc~ibecl _ here. On the other hand, we find - similar examples in 
coi1temporary: ·China. The:_ Pai-kuan-clzih Ef'§';i!; in· the . Hou-lzan-shu says: 
"EvG.ry ten li, there Was one_ t'i°ng ;~:,"c73)· and from this we know that the 
establishing of t'ing accommodations at intervals of ten. li' (along a main road) 
was. a, Chinese system: in· the Later Han pei·iod .. As regaids the major 
establishments called_ chih set up at intervals of thirty li, there· are, in a 
pas~age of the Tso_-c.huan relating_ to · the 23rd year of Hsi-kung {t.0, these 
words- c1.~ follows : _ " If the Chiu w· and Ch'u ~- States prepare their armies 
and meet: e.ach ·_ other, in the· middle_ -plai1i, . they r,nust · avoid the place · of the 
sovereign by three she ¾·"C~9

) and' Tu Yfr's annotation· Off this text shows that 
one she mearit thirty_ li. --ThaMhis :sM, :in:its· proper sense, denoted. a· lodging~ 
place: , officially provided ·at _- intervqfa : of._ thirty li is inferable from this 
e~planation of the_ characte:r. foimd ,in, the. K'ang-,hsi-tzu-tien. ffiltm~:=F,!lit : ~' When 
an aqny goes on: an_ expedition, -evety: lodging it takes is : called she; According 
to the Tseng-yu!JJ, trt~, thirty'.'five -li- also _m~y be represented by -o'ne size. ':(SO) 

Th~se eviden~~s belong to -;remoter _ antiquity,_ b~t: Jhere_. is indication ; that 

(76) 1ttMl1£, ~;1<.1_-g~it:mm, ~tilt~~, -s·~,1<~,- ~s~~ui:ftnrp~: -
(77) 1f€*.~~i~~t¥U1tlii, AP?:;f:f-J., -1-J!-~, -=-+fil-fi:. 
(78) *$+,m·:__~-. (1~~~' :~-=.+A, Ef'B"Iis(tt) - . 
(79) ~1!m*@~r1:1}]{, 1t.&¥;g-=-•@< (:zr:f-f, -m-~=+3~): 
(80) ffr!ifi-mi.NH~--, :fiiffl3<:.-=.+.=n.£Nt-@'. ,.- - -
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thfrty li was the · official unit· corresponding to- one lodgi11g _ in· the -Han: period 
as welL . The. -Nan-wan-chuan ·mlH.$, in the , Hou-han-shu, -•ifl . its accoui1t of 
the invasion by the revolting· s11bject tribes or Jih~nan · El rn/ Hsiang-li'n. tr~Jt 
etc: in the 21id · year of Yung .. ho · :ik~f-1, puts these · words into the mouth of 
a Ban· general: ·. "ln the march of an army; thirty :z; make 'up 01-ie ch'eng f.-:1£ 

( one· dafs· journey).''cst) . So we·' may be sure · that the system of i'ing and 
chih' mentio11~d for Ta-ch'in·· was ·in reality· a· duplicate of 'the Chinese 
i11stitutioi1, •. falsely ~scribed to that people ii1 order to heighten the- impressio·n 
of . its g~nerak_Hkefress to the :Chinese. 

Aribther doubtfoL pass~g~ of tl{e Ta~ch'fri ·acc~unt -is .the foilowing in, ·the 
Wei-liao : _ "There are 11.0 r~bbers and thieves ( on the- · way froni An-11si to 
Ta-ch'in), but fierce tigers and li011s, which will attack travellers,' and unless 
they go in caravans; they ··cannot- get through the country.;'C82

) This 1nust 
have : been orily partly' true, It is a fact assumable· froni · several :westerh 
authotities · 'that dmfog the periods correspondihg to the Han and We·i · dynasties, 
the regions · or'Mesopotamia and Syria' were iilfesteci by libns> and travellers 
had to guard against this< danger.<~3

) But.- it is hither. surprisin'g fo h~ar: that 
they formed ca.r~;aris o~t of fear of · thos·e · wild animals, and not of robbers; 
of_ who~· there' were none. Carav.ans ·are ·generally ·undetstood to he a means 
of protecting trav~llers from the- attack of desert mai;auders/ and the regio~s 
in. question have been particularly notor.ious from early times for the predatory 
nomades who haunted them and·_ attacked· travellers. I think· hei·e we ·- have 
another case of the habitual prac'ti_ce· ~r' the' author. It is a- well.::knowri story 
that under · the ideal government· of the 'three ernperors, · 11obody dared' to pick 
up from the· road any lost article which he did not own.: · Now the author 
was at the task of describing Ta-ch':in as a sort of Utopia, and it was only 
natural that the area should 'be cleared of any suspicion of th~ · existence-· of 
robbers. · 

Under the::same category . comes · the followi1~g passage ·of the Wei-liao : 
?)horn the we_iA of_ 'tlie city of_ Lil-fen g5t; .orie. ·:may go to Ta-ch'in :by 
ci:ossing, on (the' north side of) the sea, · a. fei-ch(iao mifi (flying · bi·idge), 
whic~ is two hundred and thii-ty li in length/'Cs4

) The corresponding· text of 
the Hou-han-shu reads: "They· also -say there is• a flying .bridge of several 
hundred li, by which one :may cross to the· countries · north of the sea. "<85) 

Apa1t from the incredible le11gth o·f the bridge, whi~h --~ill be ac~ounted · for 
late~-, ··we may ·suppose• this statement. referred tb · a fe1;1.y on the: Euphrates~ 
History shows that in ancient times the upper course of the river might be 
conveniently qossed at thre!=! points; the middle· passage _being that ()f Zeugma? 

(s 1) ~rr~-r--.mi~A~. · (1£~~. ~~ai-1'; ·T¥J!il'ft) -;-· 
(82) *~1~f~~. 1~.iFJ"~/Jtillli!FF~~' fi§!7Gff;,'·7G~~-. 
(8 3) Hnt-rH,' op: ~it:, p_". I 8 7; . n RITTER,' Eidkii~de vow Asl~n, vn, p'. 10 7 4-1O76 . 
(84) ~1&!1½'-~rmz**', i'!Iti~m,111f; '~.::::tr~+iF .. · .. · · · ·· · .. · 
(85) .3(~, iFJ"1RH~~a.m, AJ~mf~t~~- (fit~~. w-Wi-A, g!ff~~**fffi.f-) .. · 
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located at the present- Bir or Birejik. Zeugma wa'S a Gr~·ek. word, a, common 

·noun denoting 'a .boat or. fetry.' It .might have .~pplied. to· any ferry?. but .i~ 

probably·.· referred most . often to that of Bir,. which. was the one mo~t frequently 

·resorted to in travelling from Mesopot~mia to Antiochia, and. which ~as 

renowned for the pqntoon bridge thrown over it. during the Seleukus dynasty. cs~) 

What: \-Vas· the. structure. of. this pai:ticular . pontoon: bridge _is unknown, . but no 

doubt it was essentially the same . as any ?ther of the kind, · consisting of. a 

line of. boats . bearing\ a. roadway of beams and planks, and possibly furnished 

with handrails,C57
) It seems, however, th,aL the Chin~se: .of; the-· time. referred to 

sucl~ bridges by· the termJu-~~'iao ~~· (floating _bridge), instead of fei-ch'iao. 

A ·comµientary Ol1. a. c"ertain passage · i11 t,he · Erh-ya ffimE says : " In . old~n 

times, ·-boats were .arranged in• a. row acr<Jl3S the water,: and then planks were 

laid on them.· ·This was what is now called,fu-ch'iao."cs~) Then the Hou

han-shu, in its biography of the Han ge1iera~. Wv. Han ~tl, relates, when . he 

marched his army against the city of Ch'eng'."tu nlGf~, how he camped to .the 

north of the river, and built' a: fu-ch'iao. C$9
) Agai.n in the Shih-liu.-kuo~ch'un

ch'z"u-ck'ien-ch'in'-lu. +~ffi~Wcwf*~, we read. a sto1y telling J;iow a Wei arI!ly 

marching against the enemy " found .. that the ice of the River had not yet 

perfectly formed ; they· scattered re.eds over it, . and _ behold, the ice and grass, 

binding themselves toge.ther, produced . something like a floating bridge. "c9o) 

What was, then,· the usage of the term '' f~i-d1'iao ': ? . There is a. note appe11ded 

to .the Shui-ching 7j'(~ t~::x:t, which· remarks, concerning a. certain river forty 

r.h'ang wide: '~ During th~ era. o( 1-hsi ~m~, a Buddhist image. was enshrined 

· on the river, arid there was built a. fei.,ch'ian, .. ' flying. bridge,' of fifty chang, 

it taking three ye~rs to complete the work."c91
) Also notice this ~xpression of 

the poet Su Shih ~'-1\ :; · "Arcl~like ep.1e~;g!3s the flying bridge."C92
)_ No_ exact 

description•,of this kii1d ·of bridge ·is avai}aple~ ,but in the ca_ses,.jq.s.t c~red, it 

was probably an arch.like, semi-circular structure, _w~thout any pillars fa.r ~upport, 

designed for the purpose of decoration rather than- for carying traffic.·· At any 

rate, it is certain that fei-ch•iao (flying bridge) ~as no term exchangeable for 

fu-ch'i°ao (floating bridge)., We nee.cl not, however,· regard the mention of fei

ch'iao in th~ Ta-ch'in. account', as the. outcome of misinforn:rntion, · for the 

author may easily have preferred that fanciful type of bridge clS' more . su,i.table 

for providi!lg the app'roc1ch to a Utopian country. As for the. lengtl! 9(.the 

bridge, which the Wei-liao puts· at 230 li, and the other history at several 

hundred li, which would seem to exc~ed. the possible limits of consc10us 

(8 6) · C. A. BUNBURY, History of Ancient Geography, II,. p. i O 7, note 7 2. · 

(8 7) W. SMITH, Dictionary of Greek and Ronzan Antiquities, p. 176. 

(88) itJ:t~15~"7F, 1JD;/1ijjQ-J:, ~114-'Zi.!i$· •. (f<ij~/k, ~7F~+.=, rf~~Wrt) 

(89) llli.iI~~~1Ef, {'1=i%:fit •. (:filt~il, ~!mj-A, :%~1lJ) . . . . . 

(90) ~BB7t.¥~!lfi¥J'?:,-:•m**P.3G, ,,J.'.T~j.:r-.1:, 7.l<~,ffH:tr~rm·f7ir. (·+7'~~t-krutr~~i)· 
(91) ~J.~i:p, ~1ff~rV'JJ:,'-1iwrnti.-rJt:, 35:p.J:,~ .. (7Fi.filr±, ~=, V'J7Jt). . .. 

(92) ~i~~r-;{f/±1,· §Jx~rJH~~ - .. 
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exaggeration. XENOPHON shows the width of the Euphrates at the above

mentioned point to have been four stadia, approximately 2,400 feet, or about 

·240 chang: The. chances are that the original Wei-liao text read ,·, two hundred 

and· thirty chang,'~ and· that later on the character cha1ig · was replaced by li 
clue to a, sc:ifoaL:~lip, However this may be, there can be no doubt that the 

application of the term " flying bridge " in this case was aimed: at heightening 

the idealized effect of the whole account. I may call attention, for analogy, 

to this· passage of the· same Wei-liao account :· " They· use crystal in making 

the pillars of palaces as well as utensils. "C~3
) Striking enough is the thought 

of crystal pillais in' palaces, but a still · more dazzling report comes from the 

Ta~ch'in account in the Chin-shu :; "·All the palaces have their king-posts 

made • of coral,. their wa:lls of glass :fl,E:f/tJ, and· their pillars of crystal. "c94
) · Also 

•; ·.~. ,. 
no.tice. what the' T'ang~shu,i relates concei·ning · the country of Fu-li'n 11#~, mi) 

the assumptioh that fr was ide11tical with Ta-ch'in :· " In the palaces, pillars 

are made of s~~se ~~, the ·floors of yeilow gold, the leaves of folding doors 

of iv6iy,. bea'1ns of fragrant wood."<95) · The authot is almost · elevatihg the land 

to a paradise, and this was, indeed~ what he intended.· 

We may also notice how the same spirit pervades records of' the com

modities available in Ta'-ch'in, . more particularly in . the . case of the .w~i-Hao . 
. The accounts of'·foreign countries iii Chinese histori~"g··seldoni omit• to mention 

their chief _p"roducts,. but none approach the number of arti'cles specified by 

the Wei-liao for Ta-ch'in~ In his study· of the text concerned, HIRTH · labelled 

them alphabetically, and their-' total numbers amounts to fifty-nine. . They 

make us wonder if the. author was not presenting an exhaustive inventory · of . 

the curiosities and valuables to be discovered in all the South Sea · countries 
an:d · the· Westenic regions. He asserts that they were abundant in the country, 

without showi1ig whether they were produced, or only collected and marketed, 

there. Yet, from the nature of' the objects, •it seems impossible that· all were 

indigenous fo: the- country; May we then suppose that. the·· travellers who 

supplied · data for the chr011i'cles included' of all. the commodities worthy of 

note found in Ta.a:ch'in ? I thi1ik there· is room to suspect . that. the author 

was enuµtiradng· here all the valuable products then known to be of western 

ongm; Take, for instance, the group of textile products specified· there. 

CHAVANNES suggested that Jei'1-ch'ih-pu f61H1Fffl should be attributed to the 

cou11t1y of P'ar-ch'ih tJr:J:~, which was identical with Wu-i-shan-li ,\%-i:!lJ!i1ffi, as 

testified by the· W&°i-liao;C95), I venture to surmise, that, iil· applyirig the name 

of the countiy to the fabric, the character t)p was replaced by the character 

i@F, the formation of which -. ( containing the element which means ' thread ') 

(93) ~7.k~f'J':'g"t=f:J:k.~!/1,0. 
(94) -g-1/Hr~:ElntJW.l!MJtnrii, ~J\!Jff.t#t!r~, 7.ktiHttt?fl. (ii~, ~:Ju-f-t, fm~1~**1l) 
.(95) ;tt~WJ~~~t.ttt, ~~·.t.ttm, ~::!f~Pfjffiii, ;ffi:*~1:m~- (!tnlf~, ~~skb\., 1§:Jx:f-.iJm 

*~) 
(96) CHAVANNES, Les pays d'occident d'apres le Heou-han~chou. T; P., VIII., p. 176, note.,l. 
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must have appeared more becoming. In Eke .manner, we may .suppose that 
wen-se-pu i:lis:½'fJ belonged to the country of Wen-su t.1.m, known to have 
existed in modern Chinese Tnrkestan, more particularly on the main route of 
Chinese trade with' Western regions, from the Former Han period oi1wards. 
Probably the name of the country suggested the phrase wen-se il'B (' warm 
colour') as suitable for calling the fabric. For all we know, many Qther kinds 
of cloth specified there may have .. been named aft~r the countries which 
produced them; and what encourages tpat ideq ,is the fact we l~arn, from the 
" Erythrae, Sea ", written during the. early Later Han period,. tl;at . a textile 
product of Kabol was caped kabolitic, and another from the Ganga valley, 
gangetic. It now seems certain that . the piec~-goods :. mentioned in tl:i_e'., Wei:. 
liffo accou~1t of Ta-ch'~n were not aH peculiar to that country, but i1icluded 

· those imported into China from some. nearer countries. At . any rate,. they 
weie all highly. prized amoi1g the Chinese, and the auth9r drew on them 
freely to enrich the list he was compiling about . Ta.,_ch'in. 

The same Wei-liao passage also mentions Ming-:yiieh-chu ~Jj ,F.}~ (Bright
Moon Jewel) and Yeh-kuang-chu ~::Yt~ (Night-Shining .Jewel). It is hard to 
identify these, but both occur in· very old classics, before the earliest Chinese 
knowledge of Ta-ch'in ; and they are associated wi.th imperial costume, or 
mentioned in describing the majestic appearance of a deity.c97) Another object 
deserving. attention is named in the same list Shen-kuei ffi$& (' divine tortoise'). 
Tortoises might be found in any country, but the icJea of divine tottoises was 
purely ~hinese. According to ancient folklore, some to~toises w~1·e naturally 
1nspired with · a magical virtue, and whoever happened to obtain one of such 
a kind was sure to make an enormous fortune, while men might foresee the 
future by · burning its shell and auguring from the cracks thus produced 
thereon. The Shih-chi, in. its Kuei-t'se-lieh-clman a1i{:1Uf$, expatiates. on the 
11ature, variety, and treatment of these mysterious creatures, suggeting <1.t the 
same time that t~ey might be caught about the Y c1:ng-tzu-chiang.c93

) Therefore 
it is clear that they were by no means exotic· to China, yet the author was 
ready to specify their existence in Ta"'.ch'in because of their auspicious character. 
The same thing may be said of many other objects in the list. For example 

__ ch'iu-lin l~m and lang-kan :Eilff jades, were names familiar to the Ghinese, 
occurring in the Yu-Kung as articles of tribute demanded from Yung-chou 
Province ~l!Ni'I. Again, mei-kuei ;!:Bt~,- hsiung-huang ft-It~ (realgar); tz'u-huang 
Jftt~ (orpiment), and taz"-pei *~ (large conches) figured in Han pedod poetry 
as rarities. Btit perhaps the most striking illustration of . the fantastic nature 
of the catalogue is the mention of ch'ih-ch'ih t$l~- The name occurs in a 
certain Han poem, and commentators are agreed that it meant a kind of lung 

. ( 9 7 ) Cf. Shih-chi, Bi.. 8 7, Li Ss'u-· Lieh-chua'n ($~§!Jfl1J). Also see the Y4n-1~eng-fu ~ 
?J¥:.fUit) in the SsYt-ma Siang-ju Lieh-cfzua'n (irJ .~·;j:ij~J:IJ!J·fi) of the Shih-chi, . BK'. 11 7. 

( 9 8 ) Shih-chi, Bk. 12 8, Kuei-ts'e Lieh-chuan. · . 
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,~ (' dra.gon '). (ij9) It Was' a f abu1ous creature only existing in. Chinese imagi
nation as. a symbol ·o°f majesty, and of course the climate ·of T~-ch'in had no 
beari1-ig on its suppose~l existence there. . . 

It is equally important to notice the floi"a attributed to Ta-ch'in, which 
the Wei-liao lists thus: "fo. this cotmtry are found the trees sung i¾, po 
18, lzuai 1:>ll, tzu t~F ; . clzu tt i :li., yang f~, ancf liu i~P, the wu-t'ung tree t! 
:flr!l, and all kinds of other plants."C100

) We can easily see that all the plants 
specified here were native to China itself, and that some of them were probably 
foreign to Ta-ch'in. They figure one and all in Chinese classics as favorite 
plants, because the people· believed in their . beneficial influence. Let us take, 
for instance, chu -t-r 'bmi1boo.' It was not known in western Asia, at least 
in those ancient times, any m01;~ than in Europe. Thus the Greek aild Roman 
authors· who heard of · it as growing in India had to represent it- by an 
equivalent of "1:eed ''.C101) hi Chinese liter~ture, the bamboo is associated 
with longevity, and the mystic bird Jeng" I\. and hwang It are said to be fond 
of its fruit, while choosing the wu-t'ung tree for their perch.c102

) The wu-t'ung 
free (i.e. steliculia planitolio LL.\ apart from being a favorite re~ott of those 
august birds, was believed, to symbolize an auspicious, ideal state· of govern
merit, and· defined as a . tree full of a wholesome spirit. Cl03

) Whether · it ever 
grew m Ta-ch'in is doubtful, but certainly it was found everywhere in China.c104

) 

( 9 9 ) Cf. Yun-ming-fu. in the Ssii-nza Liek-chuan. According to the Ch@ng-i JE~, ' 3t!mt 

(100) 
(1 oi) 

(I 02) 

~.•~~•-Bma,-nffi. =m*~·•~~,~~a~,~~a•·*~•w~• 
W~Fft•' 
~±tlf!~tMMtWrr~mt~~mw1s1lt. 
HERODof-qs, ,in his History, Bk .. III, eh. 98, has: "They, who dwell in the 
inarshes along the river, live on raw fish, which they take in boats 1hade of reeds, 
each formed out of a single joint."; and PLINY, in his Natural .History_, Bk: VII, 
eh. 2 : "The reeds here are als~ of such enormous length, that each portion of 
them, betw:een the joints, forms a tube, of which a boat is made that is ~apable of 

. holding three men." It is beyond question that in both cases "reed" meant bamboo. 
That the ancient Chinese knew -of such large species of bamboo may he gathered 
frofh this passage of the Book of T a-huang-pei-ching *Jlt~UJ!I contained in the Shan
kai-ching: " Beyond the northeastern sea, in the . vast wilderness, there is between 
two rivers the mountain of Fu-yii ~f.t~, and there are the Emperor Ti-chii~'s W{~ 
bamboo plants.. The largest stems growing there may be made into boats." Again 
th~ Narzjang-ts'ao-rnu-cliuang i¥.i'tr1lt*J!Jt (Description of Southern Vegetation) says: 
"Yiin-ch'iu bamboo ~E:'rr, one joint of which wo1,1ld make a boat; ·used to be 
produced in Fu-nan ;}:jei¥.j. But nowadays there grows in Chiao-lm;mg X:~ a certain 
species, a single joint of which may ·be as long as two chang, and one to two 
clzang round." 
~~*n'ff.:E, ~i!ikft:2?-, JE'it~lffl:, :MtZ:Bi:.&• (frlf$:, I--mlZi~); ~WfN¥nlJ~t~MiN'f:HfiiJ, 'it 
W'it'.l (1qtiHi-f~); :Bi:~.3Z~s, -~·····•l.l::ll»f uJ-, ~QI,I!l~~Fffi1W~-tl, ~Mt1(~it, J!:, 

· ~-ttW'rr~i-JUr-ti~lliiJF,J-tm, m~z. cw~, ~~a+1m, -Tr'ff~il&tar). · 
(I 03) ~JID,qW-;~, -=f1Hl1h'ifflil, t'!HfiiJEE~, -=fWtfJH~,. ~~~~-, iHftPf&Pt,}. (~~., -fd/L ~l)iiJ); 

~~!k_nu.:E, ~i!ik:zp:, t'ffrt:frl.l~'tf& (ff"tlUf; 3f-~i~); .£::ifrJRJ{-J~J~IJt-1.Hfrl.l&-=f)lO!W (~~z. 
:r-/Af~~I!); PJ:ffiil~~~*-ill (~00'¥). 

(104) BRETSCHNEIDER, Botanicon Sinicum, p. 350 No. 516. 
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Again the tzu4$ (a species now found in Hu-pei=Catalpa Kaempferi) was a 

tree· highly prized for its excellent wood, and figuring in the classics as the 

king of trees.c105
) The huai itl (i.e. sophota LL.) is also indigenous to· Ch.ili.a, 

most frequently seen in Ssti-ch'uan and the western part of Hu-pei. Outside 

China, it is now found in Japan alone; and it is improbable that it grew in 

western Asia in those oldeii times. c106
) • In the classics, it is identified with the 

spirit of a certairi mysterious star, and moiebver, its frequent 'association with 

Hsi-wang-mu shows how it was regarded as having· an auspicious influence.C107
) 

As for the sung ~ (pi1ius sinensis) ai1d the po 18 (thuja 01:ientali$ L.), these 

may easily have grown· in westeri1 Asia as well as in China, but it is worthy 

of note that' they have long been favoured natnes in China because of the 

connection of their evergreenn,ess with · longevity and perpetual prosperity. Cto$) 

The we£ :I: (arundo phai·gmites L.), •a common species of rush found every

where, cannot be ,supposed to have; been peculiar to Ta-ch'in ai1y · more than 

to China.• A grass of no practical value, it has been regarded with favour by 

the Chinese on account -of the suddenness with which it bursts forth into 

fresh green in its season. In this tespect., it is comparable to the P'eng ~ 

and the lai jj~, also common weeds, which were specially admired for their 

vigorous growth, so 'much so that theit names were joined· together to form 

the name P·eng-fai ~* . standing for 011e of the three · bless~d countries of 

immortals imagined to · exist in the eastern ocean. 

"The mulberry-tree .. bow and the rush arrow (~5Jl\=l*)" is is·often heard 

of in ·literature as'" the mulberry bow ·and the P'eng arfow (~5 .. t!HI*) ", and 

"the peach-tree bow and the thori1-tree arrow (tl~5Jl\.mm*) ", all mimic weapons 

ceremonially employed to expel evil spirits by means of the go6,d influe1ice of 

these plants. _It may be _noted ~y the way · that- the archaic na.ine of Japan, 

·· ' ' Toyoashiwara no Mizuhonokuni -~lt@ftMf;!~ " probably· have derived its 

first part; meaning "rich rush""grown plain'\ from the same i&a:·of the ru·sh 

as that held in'. China: !The same thing may be said of the yaizg and the liu 

(i.e. the. o~ier and the willow), which have long been regarded with· affection 

by the Chinese for theit association with vitality. Now our historian ~scribed 

all these· plants to Ta.:ch'in, and his motives - are as evident· in this as in 

previous . instances. 

(I 05) *11$~S, ;!$~ftff, ~~*ff. :ftc~{!J.l:rlMfi*, f¥~Ef*:E[;, t&JllJ'-#~i:±.. %iE*~Jl 
~:1$, ~~N;f$1t45~. ffifJ~:J$A.q;ffi:, fJHEQt;f$'g'q;;AA·i:1!,. 1-ffil-ffi*, m~~r!:t*, ~lJ~if.j° 

1'!i·~-, ;iel:lt*±AJJIJ. (*~~figgpj1-f:i5) Also see BRETSCHNEIDER, op; cit., p. 339-
343, No. 568. . . . . 

(I 06) E. H. WILSON, Plantae Wilsoninae, II, p. 94-96. 

{I 07) ***~~m.Zffi (~fkif:!, wt;lmOO'f); ~-rj~IW[:fl·-=f-5Ffll[, J:;r*c.JTJ@j;#Ll!Z.7-Ei, Yfijfflztt, IN 
Eliz:1i3=.-/.v:Z.Ll! _- (~x-rf.J) 

,(108) tmif1Hsz~, 4AA~ffl~* (~;f;fil, ,HfL ·x1i); ttJ:I:ft*sz.~*1/f~~. -w-wt1=11M~~r%fil 
(ibid., it~); **ifil, 1f!Of~~rm~Bl:fi, tl=l*!tirm:!%0.fil. (ibid, ·¼f:f::); frlrZJ::ffl~-it.~ 

*szif, .Jmz.N;@;!i¥- (~Jlt~ft); §t-!'fl3--=f-j:-fu; 'l'fU~ts~~i:l!,; iE:tE~JfWW (fil:-r); ifi~*si.i 
Ef*:E[;, w~r~~, (J!:Ja, ~~Ef=-t-A, tifi1~;91J~); *~~~:liHJllJfiifE, 1t-§t~M£-~, ~ 
1Jt!l.l'}~. (3=.~-r) 
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Our st~dy of · the Ta-d1'in acco{ints · would not· be complete without 

touching. upon the qi:1estion of sericulture. The Wei-liao says : · '' 'Fl~e people 

cultivate· fi~e ki1ids of grain, while their live-stock i1~clude the horse, the mule, 

the donkey, the camel, and the sang-ts'an ~11-(mulberry-silkworms) ; "(109
) and 

the Hou-han-shu ': " The people are largely occupied in agriculture, in planting 

trees and growing ts'an-sang X* (silkworrn:.mulberry trees)."C1
:
10

) These indica

tions of sericuitu.re· in Ta-ch'in seem to conflict with the accepted belief that 

it was unknown in that part of As{a rou11.d, about the second century A.D. 
It was perhaps in vie~ of this difficulty that HIRTH altered his version of 

the Wei-liao term " sang~ts'an " from " mulberry-silkworms " in his first trans

lation to " mufberry trees " ;011
) while CHAVANNES suggested that it woti.ld be 

better to assume· in this .. case some illusion or slip of the pen on the part of 

the author.cm) It seems to me, how~ver, that the Wei-liao and the Hou-han-shu 

aCcounts both pointed to sericulture, the variance being only· a question of 

form. ·yet it is certain that, so far as the Han and Wei periods are concerned, 

it was an industry strictly limited to China, which was.·· in consequence· known 

by the Greeks and the Romans as Seres or Serica, As testimony to this · fact, 

we ~nay quote this passage fro~ the Ta-ch'in accou~1t of the Wei-liao : · " They 

always find it profitable to import Ch1nese silk in order to unravel it to make 

. hzt'-ling 'tf:I~ . (barbarian silk), fdr which reason they frequently tfade by sea 

with the countries of An-hsi ; "C11
3) and another from the Hou-:han-shu : " Their 

(Ta,-ch'iri} kings always desired to · se11d embassies to China, but the An-hsi 

wished to cai·ry on trade with them in Chinese siik, arid it was for. this 

reason that they were cut off from communication. "C114'.l They took the trouble 

to unra;el. Chinese silk to weave material, and· sought it above everything in 

their· trade with the Parthians, who, in their turn, jealously· defei1~led their 

monopoly of the silk trade. Was this not because the Ta-ch'in did no,t know 

how to prac,tice sericulture ? Thus the authors. were .obviously ·contradi~ting 

themselves in asserting that they did practice it. But after all, this was only 

the natural result of their practice of mixing up information about real facts 

with pure . figments of imagination. As we have already seen,· they began by 

depicting the Ta-d1'in people as an offshoot of the Chinese race; conferring 

up.01~ them, therefore; the honourable title, Ta-ch'in; and represented them as 

enj()y~ng ideal political systems worthy of the imaginary ancient. emperors of 

(109) ~EElf.13£~, ~iff.lilM!JiM!%i't, ~K-
010) M1f:hi:aw; 1tt.1m, ~~--uiit~~. ~-rf+A, i2§:f:!lHt*•li) 
(I I I) . HIRTH, China and the Roman Orient, p. 69, 40, where the author translated ts'an

sang of. the Hou-lzan-shu by 'rearing of silk-worms.' Compare .his Syrish-~hineische'f.' 

Beziehungen, (Durch Syrien und Kleinas"iei'i von R. OBERHUMER u~d H.· ZIMMEREN, 

I $99, S. 436-449). 

(112) CHAVANNES, Les pays d'occident d'apres le Heou-lzan-chou, p. 89, note I. 

(ll3) X'MlU1~i:f:1 ■ if:*, !WW.!ti'i'JHit, ittf&:tlit~}~JJ1fil, ~m1.i~fflJr:J:l. -
(114} -~1!Nik:im{111f~~, W~.~~tl~tt~!Ptz.~m, tit~&j~~m~. (~~ii, ~-1':f+A, 1ffl 

~-*•■) - .. ' '' 
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q1ina· symbolising Ghine$'e : po+it:ical ideals, a variety of · material. blessings 
enviable in Chir1.ese eyes, ·m1:~ural vegetatioff associated with ideas of health,, 
\.'.igour and pleasm:e to Chinese -taste. Now it would' have beell. · hard · for them, 
to refrain from letting it also participate ,in the precious art of .sericultui"e, the 
knowledg~ >o( which the. Chi11ese must have held: as -tli_eir .own. priyilege. 

W_e haye seen. by this time how Ta-:.ch'in, the westernmost. country _.known 
t_o the Chinese dtiring the Han and ,Wei period_s, . wa_s d~scribed in a fanciful 
anq . idealised. manner py the historians qf the tim_e, qntiJ it almost seemed a 
divine region ; a_nd also how the later histories, the ·fif ei~shu, the Pei-shih, and 
so on, simply borrowed from _these earlier accounts of the country, . with· more 
or less. al:Jridgment or . alte'ration. _Then followed a . period during which the 
name Ta~ch'~n seems to ha~e slipped out of theChinese_ mind. In .the -period· 
ftom. the: Sui into the early T'ang dynasty, however, the country. begins to 
reappe~r in Chinese records, but this ~ime under the . new name. Fu-:lin tJ/1$. 
Now what strikes us as not a little strange js, that shortly after, during the 
reign of Hsiian-tsung ~* of the ~'ang dynasty, the old na:n;ie Ta-c;:h'in reap
pears. This is reaHy a sig~1ificant fact which deserves more atte11tion tµan 
has yet been ·paid to i~._ When the_ Ne:storian fa,ith was first introdticedjnto 
tl~e _Middle. Kingc:lqm during the reign of T'ai-:tsung ** (6~7,-649 A.I)..), the 
Chinese were wont to call i_t I,>o-ssti-chiao flt/W~ (Persia.n I{eligion ), and its 
temples Po-ssti"'.~sti· ilJlWr~ (Per~ian tempies), because, it. had bee11 introduced to 
China from that _part of the we~tern wor~d. A c~ntury fater, how;eye,r, thes~ 
Po-s_su temples were officiaJiy re~amecl Ta-ch'in-ssti *** after the c91;mtry of 
Ta-ch'ii1 which nd_w became ?-ssociated with the origin. 9f the do~trin~. There 
is an imperial .clec_ree issued by Hsiian-tsung in the fourtl1 year of T'ien7 pao_ 
:K'f!f (745 ::1-·D.), wh_ich rqns: "The Po-ssti teaching, having originat~d i11: 
T~-~h'i11, was thY-1t prot1ght .. to the Middle, Kingdom and has lo11g. be.~n in 
practice there. ~its temples when first built here were named after the. teaqhing. 
itself;. but now _it. is deemed proper that people should learn __ to, look to its 

_ ultilllate origi.n, and therefore .. _the Po,.ssti temples in both capitals:· w~ll pe 
renamed Ta'."clt'in tei;nples; and this exampl~ is to be followed in, all provinces 
an4 districts. of the ~ountry."cnr,) · From this it might appear that. Ta .. ch'in. 
was the curr.ent name of t~e country which was thus identified witµ the 9rigin. 
of. the faith, but' .it is nevertheless true tlrnt it was then c;:alled Fu-lin, ai1d .not 
Ta-ch'in. Why then, we may wonder, was the obsolete name 1).-ch'in. adopted 
instead of Fu-lin in renaming the Nestoria,n. temples? Cetta~nly the wishes 
of the Nestorians themselves · were responsible for . this. The famous . stone, 
i11sc;:~·1pt~on. ': Com~emorating, the propagation of the N~stori~n, faith ln the 
Middle Kingd?ITI_" ~~j'JfEfir.p~f,$~ composed -by a priest 0£ the- Ta-ch'in
ssti in Hsi-an-fu, by the name of Ching:-ching ~f-1, in the 21J-d y!;ar of 

q 15)· iltM~IUf:l ~*~'· m~iiu*; 0..IT'Fll; ~:w.1~$;'.reJJ].l~q;., :tl-1.12lmA., · ~{.I~+- ;tt 
MilR¥l!lM~>ti:gy:~*~i, ~r~1+1t~10U~- (liit~, ~rm+.iL.) · 
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Chien;.chung) !@l;i:p (781 A:D. ), cbrita-ins this passage, evidently· referring fo the· 
bi'rth" of .Christ : '' A virgin gave birth 'to .the Holy One fo Ta:.:ch'in. ,,ci'.l.6) · This 
shows that at that· time · Ta-ch'in denoted Judea and · the · mentio11 of Ta.:.chfin 
hete _is significant; We may· .easily imagine how ·it appealetl to Christians in 
China to· connect' 'the cradle. of the religion with the celebrated historic.al 11am·e 
Ta-ch'in; History rec9.rded that' it was a term derived Jtoin one nanie of 
China, ·and that the. Ta-ch'in · people was ra'cially related tb the Chinbse~ · and 
chai·ac.terized by. their advanced civilization; ·· orderly systems. and institutions, 
refined way. of life,' ai.1d :wo1iderfi.11 variety of material pioducts. . Certainly 110 
name could have ·.- appealed better. to the Nestorian -evangelists in China, when 
they sought to corinect the holy. 'land with some Western COlin:try r~11owne<l in 
Chinese history, in the hope of facilitating thereby theit 'missio11ary · work 
That they assumed the identity of 'Judea with Ta-ch'in is eviderit from the 
following passage of the Nestoria.n sto:ne inscription already referred· to: 
"According to· the Descriptive Records of tlie Western .Lands 'im~liilin · arid the 
historical works of the· Han and : Wei ·dynasties, the Kingdom of Ta-ch'{n 
is bounded on the south by the Coral Sea f!18~;z}fj, and reaches '.ori the -n~1:th 
to the. Mountain of All Precious Things ~3/lLW ; O~l the west'. it'. looks toward 
the Gardens ·or the Imniortals and the Flowery Forests 1rfrti1E**·, On the ·east 
it lies open to the Long Winds ai1d the Weak Waters :&:JfilUJ%1k (to be cor.:. 
rected_ as· 'the Weak Waters of Long _Winds'). ~ 'The country produces Asbestos 
Cloth 1(i'3t1fi;the Soul-restoring Incense DtiiJil/1·, the Bright-1ncion Pearls ~JU:l ~~ 
a1id Night-shiIJ.ing Gem; ·,f5t7'{:;~; Robherie~ arid thefts are unkriow1i ~niong 
the, commoii people, whilst - every ma~ . e1~joys happii1ess a~d peace. No1ie 
but ·the· Lumi1idiis t~achirlgs· prevail; none ·but virtuo{1s. r{ilers a~·e raised' to 
the soveteign power. The territory is of vast e~tent ; and its . refined la:ws 
a11d i1istitutions, ·as well as accomplished manners and. customs, are glorio~sly 
brilliant.'?cm) , , · · 

HIRTH . identified the Coral S~a with the Red Sea"; . th'e Mountair( of AU 
Precich1s' Things· witli·· the ·Ta~rus, the Weak Waters· with the ·Euphrates, and 
Garclei1s · of the Immortals·· and the Flowery Forests · with Bethlehem;· thus· 
reaching the conchisi01i that· the giveil boiiddaries of Ta-ch'in mti;t hav~ been 
thos·e of Syria.C118) I think this interpretation correct on the whoie, but only 
so far as· the inscription of the morturn~nt is conceined: For the country so 
defined was Ta.-ch'in as the Nestorians, conceived it~ not the T~-ch'in of the 
Han. and Wei hisfotians. In tl;e earlier idea, the W ea.k Waters, a~ well° as 
the K'un-lun Moui1tains,: bordered the land of Hsi-w'ang-mu a1id consequently 
marked the· wes.tern -· li1nit of the world. Th~s the Wei-llao says : d, It was 

(l 16) 1![:k~~i.r~*~--P. Y, SAEtn; The Nestorian Monument in China, p. 163. 
(l l 7) ~~:f.ii.,'HfUtl.&~~ffie.~, *~llmMc:£/llrJg!Jzi~, ~r.#Jir~i!Zrlr, ~Ji'.fiI!tl;fE;{;f(, Jil~N:mlL~ 

7Jc. ~±f:B~~;(pOC~~!=!f.!Jf;~jffz/6~; '{@:~ftll~, Aifef~')J]t, i:¼~!:oit*rr; .::E~Mt~.ft, 
±!:f-:!Ji@.il, 3t%1~00- -·-ibid., p. 167. 

(l 18) HIRTH, op. cit., p. 290-293; 
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also fonnerly' erroneously believed that the Weak Waters. was to the west of 

T'iao-chih,. but now it is known that it is to the west of Ta-ch'in."C119
) As 

the we::stel'n lirriits of the · :world .known to the Chinese receded farther, the 

water, which must always mark the western border of the westernmost country, 

was shifted further west accordingly. · The N estorian .inscription, on the .other 

hand, places .the Weak Water.s to the east of Ta-ch'in, practically .fixing it at 

the Euphrates, thus entirely ignoring the classical account. Let us next con

sider the niountain"'.'rang13 bounding the country on the north~ The Wei-liap 
says: ~'North. of Ch'ieh-la1.1 llM,. Ssti-fu ff:!,1J[, Ssu-p1n Wr:li, and A-man {f.iJil:, 
there is a range of .mountt;1.ins rmmir1.g from east to west ; "(tzo) this must have 

1~eferred to .the Taurus, as HIRTH has pointed out. The Mountain of All Precious 

Things m,entioned 011 the monument probably referred to the same r~nge. Yet 

whereas .this name seem.s to imply mineral wealth, the early histories give no 

hint in this .connection. As for the Gardens of the Immortal$ and the Flowery 

Forests to· be seen to the :west ·of the · country, HIRTH thought it meant Beth

lehem; _but. we cannot be . sure that that. was rec1.lly .the author's intention. The 

Wei"'.'liao says,: "To the east of Ta-:ch'iq,, and of Hai-tung, there is in each 

case a m~mntain-range running from nqrth to south."021
) Assuming that the range 

011 the east of ,Ta-ch'in was Lebano1~, we might suppose that its famous cedar 

forests were represented by the Flowery Forests, put if this is so, one cquld 

not have seen it to the west. of ~a-ch'in, as alleged. · All these perplex:ities, 

however,:n:ielt_ away.before the. interpretation which says that the chief aim .. of 

Nestorian author was. not to identify the ancient Ta-ch'in, but to utaize das:

sical dat~ about it in order to present _in a favourable light the larid of Judea, 

or of _the whole of Syria, of which it was part. He ope11s the . passage under 

review with the words : "As shown. by the historical reco!·ds of the Han and 

Wei periods." There is, howyver, nothing in the early auth01:ities which 

might have suggested the statement that " none but the Luminous• te_achi1~gs 

pre.vail," a detail which he must have held. to be the essense of the whole 

ac~ount; this observation serves to mc1;ke clear his real attitude in the matter. 

But remarkable as his success was in producing a plausible desc:i;iption; o[tp.e 

Holy Land in terms of Chinese history, we are even more _struck by the 

ingenuity with which -he cleverly -fuses it with the western paradi~~ of Chinese 

tradition. Let us no"'.' try to account in this light for -the series of na:mes he 

uses in referring to the boundaries of. Ta-ch'in. In the classics, the term 

"Weak Waters'' ·makes · its .first appearance in the ,Yu-.kung ~~, and in 

compahy with ·tlie name "K'un-lun Mountains." The stream and mountains 

in question the ancient. Chinese identified with the western _limit of the world 

known to them. By and by, when they came to believe in the Hsi-wang-mu 

paradise, the three:-naines, Weak Waters, K'un.:.lun, and. Hsi-wang-_mu, came to 

(119) mJiit.3Z~.W.~,: ~7.k:tEf*5lzfili, ~bJ~7.K:tE**fili. 
(I 20) lifi!i~~Wr~lliiI~~t-~rlJJ!tfili{r. 
,(121) k~lflf:J'tf., %.4:l-~-r.IJ, ~m~b1i". 
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form st1ch an ii1separable group that mention of one would scarcely ever fail 

to recall the others. Now, the Nestoria1i author began by representing the 

eastern frontier of Ta-ch'in as the "Weak Waters," and· this was bound to 

l'emind him of the K'un-luns. As we see, he placed on the · north of the 

country the Chung-pao-shan; i.e. "Mountain of All Precious Things"· which 

was no doubt suggested by the K'un-luns, which had long been supposed to 

abound in such. precious stones as clz'iu..,lin Jim, lang--:kan J.i33f, etc. As 

, regards the Coral Sea i·eferred to as lying to the south of Ta-ch'in, it is 

evident the author took .the hint from this · Wei-liao passage.: "To the south 

of. the Stony Land ( Chi-shih ~~), there is the great sea which produces cotal, 

and pearls."C122
) · It is worthy of notice that coral as a material for ornament 

is frequently mentioned in old accounts of angelic regions such as Hsi-wang-mu. 

Thus we see :how, in the Nestorian inscription, Ta-ch'in is surrounded on 

three sides by geographical features all associated with the Hsi.::wang,.mu legend, 

and we are naturally led to .suppose that it was the author's de1,ig;n to connect 

Ta-ch'in. with the traditional land of Hsi-wang-m'LL In fact, he actually asserts : 

"011 the west it looks toward 'the Gardens of the hmnortals and the Flowery 

Forests''; and there is no doubt the last:.mentioned term referred · to ,Hsi

wang-mu/123) It is trne that this sente1:ice, · taken by itself, .would seem· to 

place ·the Utopia forth.er West than· Ta-ch'in, but we must remember that much 

depends upori the ~ontext. Bounded by the Weak Waters on the east, and by 

the Chung-pao-,shai.1-connectable as they are with the K~un-luns--,-,-:.on the north, 

the country could not but fall within the domain of Hsi-wang-mu, as far as 

Chi11ese imagination was co11cerned. To account further for the term "Flowery 

Forests'', it ·is an ornamental appellation by which inany royal parks and 

Buddhist-temple gardens are referred to in literature. One of its recom

mendations was, no doubt, the agreeable sense conveyed by the words, but in 

alt probability it was suggested by Taoistic ideas. We may profitably bring 

into comparison. here those "bamboo groves" 'fr~-*, which were always wel

come as recreation grounds to the Taoists, since bamboo wa.s believed to be an 

especially auspicious plant with the virtue of warding off evil spirits. " The 

Flowery Forests" in the inscription, therefore, tells most unmistakably of 

Taoistic influence. What is particularly suggestive in this connection is the 

legend,; also of Taoistic origin, about Mu-wang ~:E. of the Chou dynasty, 

' which telk us that when he visited Hsi-wang-mu, he planted some trees on 

the Yen-shan Hill #!11. 

(122) f1tEm771f.:km, lf!f!lll-fs8ii;~. 
( I 2 3) Many western. sinologues have· interpreted the phrase {LlJ~;{t* as " the Gardens of 

the Immortals and the Flowery Forests," but there is no disputing that is should 

be read "the Gardens of the Flowery Forests of the Immortals,"-analogous to the 

case of :Ef)]il,~* in the same context, which must have meant "vVeak Waters of 

tq.e Long Winds", and not " the Long Winds and the Weak Waters ", as it is apt 

to be erroneously interp~eted. 
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It seems, now, clear that' the Nestorian author, in describing Ta-d1'i1i iii 
the epigraph, sought to·. fix its location in the Syrian· ·district· of western Asia. 
But as my geogi·aphical study 6f the Ta-ch'in accounts has led me to conclude, 
the state of Ch'ieh-lan meant Tadmor (Palmyra), that of Ssu-fu, Damask, and 
that of Hsien-tu jlt7if-, Jerusalem; and then it .must follow that, except for the 
locality of Antiochia, all Syria was merely a dependency of Ta-ch'in, not Ta
ch'in propet, The latter, on the other hand, comprised, besides the districts 
of Antiocbia, Phoenicia, Palestina, and Egypt, and had its capital in Alexandria. 
It does not appear on the Nestorian stone where Ta-ch'in, as the author 
conceived it, had its capital, but inasmuch as his chief aim was to identify 
the · country · with Syria, containing as it· did · the Holy Land, we may safely 
guess that he had in mind Jerusalem. However this may be, what is of most 
significance is to realize the coi1trast between his Ta-ch'in and the classical 
Ta-ch'in recorded in the Ha1i. a1id Wei histories.' In the clescripti011s of 
Ta-ch'in in the Han a1id Wei chronicles are mixed the facts actually seen or 
heard · of · the com1try. by the contemporary Chinese ai1d the fictions of the 
Chirtesei idealizing· this country.· . The Chinese ideas,· as reflected in the fictions, 
appear- to · show -somethi1ig ·. · of' Taoistic characteristics~ but they are essei1tially 
Confucian, since the ide<i,s of institutions and other cultural aspects are chiefly 
taken from ·the legends of Yao, Shun ai1d Yu. On· the co11trary it is the 
i1nfei1tion- of Neslo:rians to allude thi's country to Sy1~ia, while· it is due to the 
Tab'.istic thought to eillbellish it with the myth· of Hsi-wang-niu. 


